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SUMMARY

:11^
The Port Moresby No.2 hydro-electric project is

designed to provide an ultimate 30,000 kilowatts of power for

Port Moresby by utilizing the potential of the 500-foot high

Rouna Falls, on the Laloki River, 23 miles by road from

Port Moresby.^The scheme consists of a storage dam, new

nearing completion, 5 miles upstream of the Rouna Falls - the

Sirinumu Dam - and power generation works in the vicinity of

the Falls, consisting of a diversion weir, half-a-mile above

the Falls, a power station 500 feet undergroulid below the weir

and a 2,700-foot long tailrace tunnel.
This report deals with the geological conditions that

will affect the design and layout of the underground power

station and related works.^The presently-proposed layout was

adopted because instability 'ad the slopes, particularly the
danger of rockfalls, made a surface power station, race lines

and penstock too hazardous an undertaking. An alternative

scheme for an underground power station near the Falls was

rejected because of unsound rock conditions.
In the course of the investigation for the upstream

underground power station 6,200 feet of diamond drilling has

been undertaken and the surface mapped geologically. Drill

holes have been Water-pressure tested as required and selected

drill core has been subjected to compression and durability

tests.
The rocks of the area are gently-dipping agglomerate,

unconformably underlain by a thick succession of conglomerate

that consists largely of volcanic material, weathered near the

top of the succession. Below the conglomerate is a basic

igneous intrusive complex.^The power generation works will be

mainly in the agglomerate (which contains lenses of tuff) but

about 1000 feat of the tailrace tunnel will be in more-or-less

weathered Conglomerate.^The strata are cut by widely-spaced

near-vertical and horizontal joints, and several faults, shears

and fracture zones have been recorded.^The whole rock mass

appears to have been stressed to the point of failure and as

a result is generally extensively, though irregularly,

fractured. Weathering, with the formation of clay in many

places, has extended along many of the faults, fractures and

joints to below tunnel level.^Fresh rock (agglomerate, tuff

and conglomerate) is moderately strong but brittle, but
weathered rock is generally weak. owing to decomposition of the

matrix.
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The diversion weir site is not expected to

offer any special difficulties. Foundations may haVe to be

excavated to a depth of about 11 feet and the right

abutment treated.^Anchor 'oars ara recommended in the

foundation, and the abutments and foundation should be

grouted.
Conditions expected to be encountered in the

tunnel line are summarized in the Plate 3. Water inflow

is not expected to be serious.^Considerable support may

be needed for portion of the conglomerate, where it is

weathered near the contact with the agglomerate, and

special mining techniques may be needed in this zone to

prevent excessive overbreak. Steel and concrete support

may be needed in a number of other places but generally the

fresh conglomerate and agglomerate should stand unsupported;

local areas will require rock bolting.^Gunite, with mesh

where necessary, is recommended for all exposed parts of the

tunnel because of the durability test results but it may

not be needed. Further tests are recommended.
The present location proposed for the machine hall

and ancillary excavations appears to be satisfactory but

the final location and orientation should be decided after

exploratory excavations and drilling have been carried out

during construction.' Rock—bolting of the machine hall,

together with steel and concrete support of a few weak

sections, should prove adequate for support purposes.

Owing to seepage along fractures a ceiling will be needed;

some points of entry of water may have to be grouted.

Rock temperatures are expected to be about 82 °F.
No special difficulties are expected with the

pressure and access shafts.
Concrete aggregate is available from the Sogeri

quarry, about 2 miles distant.^Fresh agglomerate

extracted during mining would probably also be suitable for

aggregate but conglomerate or tuff should not be used.

Further work needs to be done to locate suitable sand.
The earthquake hazard in the region is not

thought to be high; ground acceleration of 0.1 g should be

allowed for in design.

•
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INTRODUCTION

GENERAL

The increasing population of Port Moresby, the

town's industrial expansion and the general raising of
standards of living, have necessitated the provision of a new .
source of hydro-electric power. Investigation has sh..own that

the harnessing of the Rouna Falls, on the Laloki River, is the

most economical. The project is being carried out in two

stages. The first stage involves the construction of a

rock-fill storage .dam at Sirinumu, 5 miles south-east of

Rouna Falls, to ensure an adequate supply of water for power

generation; this part of the project is now nearly complete.

The second stage of the scheme includes a diversion weir half

a mile above the Rouna Falls, a tailrace tunnel about2700

feet long, an-underground power station at a depth of 500

feet below the weir, and a surface transformer sub-station.
,Generating plant will ultimately consist of six alternators,

five of which are to have a capacity of 30,000 kilowatts, or

six times the capacity of the existinghydro-electric station
below the Rouna Falls. The sixth alternator will be used
as a standby set. The project is expected to meet the

requirements of Port Moresby for the next thirty years.
Because of the general instability of slopes and the

everpresont danger of rock falls, a. surface power station

•

^

^scheme was abandoned in favour of an underground station, for

which alternative sites were envisaged. Under one plan, a
long low-pressure headrace was to supply water to an underground

power station near the Rouna Falls; in the other it was

proposed that a vertical intake shaft would service an

underground power plant almost underneath the weir site and

that a long tailrace tunnel would discharge near the bottom

of the falls. The second alternative has now been adopted.
The local geography allows for a dynamic head of 500 feet.
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LOCATION AND ACCESS

The power generation works of the project will be

situated in the Territory of Papua, some 15 air miles north-

east of Port Moresby, the adminiStrative centre of the

Territory, i.e. at longitude 147 °22'26" E and latitude
9 °25'28"S.

The Rouna Falls, which form a prominent landmark,

are situated 23 miles by road from Port Moresby on the

south-western edge of the Sogeri Plateau.^The Falls can be

approached from the left bank of the river by a good all

weather road which primarily serves the inland rubber

plantations of the Sogeri Plateau (See Fig. 1)..
The right.bank of the river is also accessible by

a good gravel road which turns north from the main Rouna-

Sogeri road just past the bridge over the Laloki River known

as the Low Level Bridge.^Some distance along this road

another road turns westward and eventually loads to a disused

saw mill on top of Hombrom Bluff. About one mile and a half

from this second junction a jeep track runs southward towards

the river.

GEOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS

Early investigations of the geology of the Laloki

River and its suitability for power generation were carried
out by Condon (1949), Edwards (1951), and Gardner and Noakes

(1959).^Davies (1960a and 1961) reported on a weir site above

the Rouna Falls and on conditions for a surface penstock and

surface power station below the Falls.^Some drilling was

done at Sogeri weir site No. 3 and extensive diamond drilling'

and augering was done to test the foundations for the
surface power station, for the penstock and for a possible

- underground station beneath the ridge west of the Rouna Falls.
Davies recorded the presence of a shear extending west from

the Falls which made geological conditions for an underground

power station in the area unfavourable.

In July 1961 D.G. Moye and J.A.S. McLeod, of the

Snowy Mountains Hydro-Electric Authority, inspected the area

and recommended the scheme which has 'now been adopted (Moye

and McLeod, 1961).
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Geological mapping associated with the current

project was carried out by P.W. Pritchard and G. Brouxhon,

and drill core was logged by G. Brouxhon and L. Hamilton,
under the supervision of)G.A. Taylor.^The geological

investigation Was under the direction, in consultation with

officers of the Commonwealth Department Of Works, of

E.K. Carter, who visited the project on five 'occasions.

Drilling and water pressure testing was under the supervision

of officers of the Gommonwealth Department of Works.

E.J. Best measured drillhole temperatures.

TOPOGRAPHY AND GEOMORPHOLOGY

The southern and Western margins of the Sogeri

PlateaU form a_deeply.disseeted and_prpminprit escarpment

which rises Abruptly from the surrounding terrain to an .

elevation of 2,177 feet. above sea level at Hombro Bluff.

The plateau is_broadly basin-like, with gently undulating

topography. Across it the Laloki River flows

a north-westerly direction.

of the Laloki River is appare

in the underlying rocks. The
consequent tributaries9many Of

southern margin of the Astrola
upstream from the Falls has a catchment area of 120 square

.^,
miles and a mean annual rainfall of 95 inches. The aveia

flow rate for the river is 450 cubic feet per second.
From a.geomorphological viewpoint the Laloki River

valley can be divided into a lower course and an upper course,

with the Rama Falls as the main nick point in the longitudin-

al profile.^In the four miles downstream of the Falls the

river drops 650 feet; it is entrenched in a broad valley

bounded on both sides by vertical rock faces, the feet of

which are covered with extensive colluvial material. A

series of small rapids extends for 2,500 feet upstream from

the Rouna Falls. Above this point the river flows sluggishly

for much of its course through a landscape that is in a

youthful stage of erosion; it falls 250 feet in the 11* .
miles of river course from the Sirinumu Dam site to the

Sogeri weir site, half a mile above the Falls.

,
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The transverse profile of the_Laloki—valley

downstream from the Falls shows - vall-ey—iJa,vaalBy— erosional

forms,^This can be seen from the Rauna Hotel looking

westwards on to the valley slopes at Hombrom Bluff, whore at

least two erosional levels can be seen.^Another more

recent erosional profile can be seen on the right bank of

the river downstream from the existing power station.

At this point the river bed is separated from the outer wall

of the valley by a saddle which runs for a mile along the

valley.^The edge of the saddle is a convex slope below

which a vertical wall drops to the river.
The southern and western marginal areas of the

Sogeri Plateau are attributed to the superimposition of more

than one cycle of erosion.^These are the result of a series

of uplifts.^The landscape of the lower levels of the valley

downstream from the Falls is due to rejuvenation of the

river bed by land slides.^Large scale slumping of rock

masses has taken place in recent geological times.

GENERAL GEOLOGY 

LITHOLOGY AND STRATIGRAPHY 

The Astrolabe Range, which forms the southern and

western flanks.of the Sogeri Plateau, consists of volcanic

rocks resting on conglomerate. Both these formations

overlie an igneous basement rock in which occur roof

pendants of sedimentary rocks.

Ignecua Rock Basement and the Enema Series.
The igneous rock basement occurs widely; it crops

out extensively along the southern margin of the Astrolabe

Range. Basic rocks are also found well up into the Laloki

'valley where they form the impressive hills flanking the

left bank side of the valley opposite the existing power

Station.^These hills are possibly faulted blocks formed

before the deposition of the volcanic rocks.
The igneous rocks have a wide range of composition,

from a true gabbro to a granodiorite.^In places they show

features of sedimentary contamination; they are commonly•^weathered.
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Within the igneous basement are found remnants of

folded and faulted Sedimentary rocks consisting of limestone,

calcareous shaleoand chert.^These enclaves are thought to

be roof pendants of the Eriama Series, to which a Cretaceous

age has been ascribed.^In places the rocks are sheared and

metamorphosed by igneous intrusives.

2.2.1121119121.(2

The conglomerate underlies the impressive sequence

of volcanic rocks which constitute the Astrolabe Range.^It

crops out from near the bottom of the Rouna Falls, on the

left bank, to a point near th(a storage pond of the existing

power station.^Glaessner (1952) mentions the occurrence

of gravel and sand on the right bank of the river below,

and to the west of, Hombrom Bluff which he calls the "Siro"

beds.^In all likelihood these beds of sand and gravel can

be correlated with the conglomerate.^The contact between

conglomerate and basement has been observed at two points;

in the Laloki valley due south of the present power station

and at the 21—mile post on the Rouna Road.^The conglomerate

rests on an irregular erosional surface. Because of this

irregular contact the conglomerate has a wide range of

thickness.

. The conglomerate is essentially massive, tabular

and unsorted, with a slight preferred orientation of the

boulders.^The succession is made up of coarse rock

, components embedded in an arenitic groundmass and bonded by

a calcareous cement.^The coarser components consist of•^sub—rounded volcanic and metamorphic rocks occurring in

different proportions from place to place. Near the Rouna

Falls the coarsest components are much larger than elsewhere —

up to large boulder size — and are predominantly of volcanic

rocks.^Near the storage pond of the existing power station

a great number of the inclusions are metamorphic rocks. A

variety of rock types has been.recognized in the conglomerate;

they include quartz ., schist, slate, quartzite, dolerite,

basalt and andesite.

The unsorted distribution and heterogeneity of the

components suggest that they were transported by mud flows•^but they may have been deposited from torrential streams

carrying heavy loads in suspension. The conglomerate can

be regarded as an old valley fill which Recent erosion by

the Laloki River has exposed.



Volcanic Rocks

Distribution and origin.

The Astrolabe Range consists of an aggregate of

coarsely stratified fragmental volcanic material, known as the

Astrolabe Agglomerate, which covers an area of some 64 square

miles and is 1000 to 1500 feet thick.^The material is

restricted to the Sogeri Plateau.^The Rouna Falls are located

on the southwestern corner of this geological and geographic-

al entity.^Overall the plateau is a broad structural basin.

The regional dips observed on the western and southern margins

are 5 0 to 70 north-east and north respectively.^This

apparent radial dip has probably been caused by recent

regional uplift of the marginal areas of the plateau.^The

volcanic rocks consist of tuff and agglomerate. Both are

grouped together under the name pyroclastics, the difference

between the two being one of grain size rather than

composition.^The emplacement of the pyroclastic rocks is

attributed to the formation of nuees ardentes by voluminous

explosive volcanic activity. A nuee ardente is a

gas-generating, eruptive avalanche, of which the heavy

fractions of incandescent debris follow the depressions on the

flank of the volcano and spread over the adjacent terrain.

The lighter fractions of volcanic gases, sand, dust and hot

air whirl upwards. Part of the agglomerate of the Sogeri

Plateau was probably emplaced below water as in places it

has been re-worked by running water.^The nuee ardente

origin of the agglomerate, and its redistribution, accounts

for the wide range of physical properties of the rock.

Description
The agglomerate consists of angular to sub-angular

fragments of volcanic rocks. The fragments range in size

from volcanic dust to rock boulders up to 8 feet across.

The average size of the components is 2 to 6 inches in

diameter.^The coarse fraction of the agglomerate is

composed of vesicular basalt, massive basalt and augite .

andesite; vesicular basalt is the most common.^The fine

fraction consists of small rock particles, glass and individ-

ual crystals; the three commonly occur together. According

to grain size, the fine fraction is called ash, tuff or

lapilli.



The Astrolabe Agglomerate is sub-horizontally

bedded.^The beds range in thickness from fine laminaticns for

the finer grade material to more than fifteen feet. . The

proportion of coarse to fine material varies from place to

place, laterally as well as *vertically.^The matrix generally

accounts for 30% to 60% of the rock.

No interbedded lava flows were observed in the area

investigated although flows are reported to occur on the
Jawarere road and in a creek bed east of Eilogo plantation.

(Davies, 1960b).^During surface mapping two tuffaceous

horizons of some importance were observed.^One occurs below

the Falls, where it is 10 feet thick, jointed and fine grained;

it is at the base of the agglomerate. • The transition from

conglomerate to tuff is sharp and clear while the contact

between tuff and agglomerate is irregular and gradational. The

second occurrence is above the Rouna Falls, near survey peg 13 9

at an elevation of 1463 feet.^Here, the tuff band is 4 feet
wide.^The same bed is also found on the other side of the

river where it thins out westwards and passes laterally into

agglomerate. Both tuff beds have been preferentially eroded

and form elongated caverns with overhanging agglomerate.

.Other minor tuff bands are common in the agglomerate.^They

are too smallto warrant a detailed description.^Some of them

show graded and current bedding.

The tuff bands are not reliable marker beds because

they commonly pass laterally into agglomerate.^In drill hole

RI9 1 agglomerate overlies the conglomerate and there is no

evidence for the ten-foot thick bed of tuff that crops out

only 300 feet away.

STRUCTURE

Joints and Fractures 
Joints are common in the agglomerate. They have

'determined the characteristic shape of many boulders and

outcrops.^The spacing between the joints is notably different

below the Falls to that above it.^Abbe the Falls extensive

sheet jointing predominates; below the Falls jointing is

essentially columnar.^In both cases, two sets of near-

vertical joints are mutually perpendicular to one another.

Horizontal partings appear to result from the weathering of

weaker tuffaceaus beds.^Joint measurements of dip and strike



were taken above the Falls.^One set of major vertical

to steeply dipping joints crosses the river bed obliquely

at between 315 o and 357 0 magnetic. • The other vertical to

steep joints are secondary; they trend parallel to the

river where they form cliff faces on many outcrops.^The

joints commonly terminate at depth at an underlying

tuffaceous bed.^Spacing between the joints varies from

place to place but geneally exceeds 10 feet and many interv-

als are 100 feet or more.^Gaping is COMM= in the primary

joints but the gap is generally closed at shallow depths and

in places joints are tight a short distance along strike.

Gaps more than six feet wide are common, particularly where

large masses of rocks are exposed in cliff faces well above
the river.^At river bed level the joints are fairly tight

and have a low permeability because they are lined or filled

with clay material.^Secondary joints it the river bed are'
uncommon.^The formation of joints and fractures in the

agglomerate has been described by Gardner and Noakes (1959):

"This cracking is in response to relief of stress within

the rock by the natural.process of 'unloading' or excavation

by erosion; under tension, the rock tends to fail along

widely spaced joint planes or incipient joint planes which

become open 'cracks in the vicinity of free faces.^A more

advanced stage of disintegration produces loose rectangular

blocks of agglomerate which part along near vertical cracks

and horizontal planes of bedding."

Shear Zones

Four shear zones have been identified. Three of

them can be seen along the Rouna Road; the other occurs near

and west of the Rouna Falls. They were all observed in the

agglomerate.

The most prominent one is found on the Sogeri

Road from the second 'U' bend past the Rouna Hotel to a

point 1200 feet farther along the road towards Sogeri.
It looks like a complex faulted zone and consists of several

open fractures 6 inches to 9 feat wide, filled with crushed

rock material.^Ten pronounced fractures occur in the 1200—
foot stretch of road; many strike south—west and dip

steeply to the south—east.^Eight of the fractures occur

just south of the look—out point over a distance of 170 feet.
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In this zone,, also, the rocks are cut by a system of joints
spaced at intervals of 3 to 10 feet.

The faulted zone is in line with the deep, wide
gully on the right bank below the Falls and the shear zone at
the bottom of the Falls.

The shear fractures have irregular 9 curved and

weathered wall-like faces which are distinctly banded along

the sides.^The fill material consists of red, gouge-like

earth around boulders of agglomerate in variou stages of

weathering. Some of the boulders and cobbles of agglomerate

show concentric weathering structures and others are closely

jointed along planes parallel to the faces of the fracture.

The presence of sub-horizontal striations on the wall faces

indicates that some movement has taken place.

Two of the other shear or fault zones are also
exposed on the Sogeri Road.^One is located on the first
'U' bend past the hotel; the other is half a mile farther

along the road towards Sogeri.. They are denoted by the
letters 1 B' and '0' in Mayo's (1962) report.^Both

shear zones are characterized by low-angle shear joints.

The first zone on the 'U' bend, is indicated at .

road level by a striated tabular face or floor of agglomerate.
The striations strike 042 ° magnetic. Stepped pluck-marks on
the striations indicate that movement has taken place in a

north-easterly direction; that is towards the Falls.
The second is a fault and dips 28 °W, strikes 355 ° ,

and has a crush zone up to 27 inches wide. The footwall is

irregular and wave-like, probably due to the formation of

large mullion structures.

. Neither of the shear or fault zones have been traced
any distance from the road owing to poor exposure, but Moye

connects his fault zone B with the shear zone described

below.

The fracture or shear zone west of Rouna Falls

(described by Davies and by Moye) is exposed 400 feet south

of the intake of the flume line for No.1 power station.^A

broken zone 30 to 35 feet wide and with a general east-west
trend, is bounded by steep rock faces showing sub-horizontal

•^mullion structures.^The northern (footwall) face strikes
266 ° magnetic and dips 63 ° south.^The southern boundary

trends 275 o magnetic and dips 45o south. Mullion structure
plunges 6°east.
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Both boundaries of the broken Zone are marked
by a zone 4 to 6 feet wide of intensely jointed, sheared
and weathered agglomerate.. Elsewhere in the broken zone,

the surface rocks are fairly fresh and moderately jointed.

The zone therefore appears to be a zone of moderately

fractured rocks bounded by two strike—slip shears a few feet

wide, rather than a 35—foot wide shear zone.

The tuff band which intersects the northern

boundary of the fracture zone shpws little distlacement.

SLOPE STABILITY AND WEATHERING
Slope stability is a function of the rate of

erosion by the river and retreat of the valley slopes; the

accumulation or disposal of displaced rock material is

determined by the slope gradient.^Destruction of existing

surfaces is commonly triggered by saturation of the ground

during prolonged periods of heavy rain or by earth tremors ?

and the, presence of joints or of weak tuff bands control in

part the location and magnitude of slope failures.

In a region of such youthful topography as that of

the Rouna Falls mbchanical erosion is active and dopes
rapidly become unstable.^The vertical cliff faces of
exposed rock below the Falls have been produced by rock

failure along joints,and many of the ridges and spurs in the
Laloki valley below the Falls are considered to have been

formed by major landslips in Recent geological time.

However, only one recent (post—war?) scar, which is fairly

small, has been noted and the failure of substantial rock

faces is thought to occur at intervals of decades or

centuries, rather. than at intervals of years.^The cliffs

aLcve the proposed tailrace tunnel outlet must be regarded,

in the geological sense, as unstable and subject to failure

above river level, but no evidence has been found that

failure is likely within a period of time that is significant

for the proposed hydro—electric project.

Where cliffs have retreated away from the river

the lower part,is covered by a thick mantle of scree.^The .

cliffs along the river have dumped shed material into the•^river.
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Above the Falls slopes are more gentle and are

largely covered by soil and rock debris (up to 15 feet thick),

including large boulders of agglomerate. On the right bank,

particularly, rock benches, some strewn by loose boulders

which are commonly more or less in place, have been formed

by well-developed open horizontal joints that appear to be

lacking below the Falls.^Failure of substantial masses of

rock above the Falls is not to be expected; slope modification

takes place largely by chemical destruction of the matrix

of the rock and by wasting of soil, thereby releasing

embedded boulders.^The numerous boulders in the river

channel and perched on slopes and benches show that this •

process is active.

In the absence of steep slopes the agglomerate

weathers to a red clay.^The tuffaceous Matrix weathers
first, and is followed by the alteration of the coarser

volcanic components. Along the Sirinumu Road cuttings in
agglomerate show a homogeneag lateritiC clay grading downward

into weathered agglomerate that shows relict textures of

coarse fragments embedded in a red clay (decomposed tuffaceous

matrix).

GROUNDWATER

Groundwater moves through the soil, along the

soil-rock interface and along joints and fractures in the

underlying rock. Most of the groundwater discharges finally

into surface streams by migration through the soil, along

the soil-rock interface and in the zone of circulating water

above the static water table.^As joints tend to close

abruptly at short depths below surface most of the groundwater

movement is within a few tens of feet of the surface.

Groundwater in fractures has, however, penetrated at least

500 feet below the surface.

Springs on the left bank of the river below the

Falls are considered to be mainly due to near-surface water

movement, particularly that along the soil-rock interface.
Water movement in the rock masses is primarily

along joints, fractures and faults.^Fresh, unbroken rock

has negligible porosity and permeability; even vuggy

agglomerate lacks permeability because voids are generally

not interconnected.^Some movement may take place through

the matrix and along grain or fragment boundaries of weathered
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wall rock of fractures, joints and faults, with the consequent

formatim of clay, even these channelways tend to become

sealed at depth; as a result water loss in drill holes at

depth, even in broken zones, is small.

The water table level is generally within a few

feet of the surface and slopes normally to stream level at a

slightly shallower gradient than the land surface. In the

spur west of the Rouna Falls the water . table falls sharply

behind the cliffs below the Falls, indicating fairly free

drainage to the cliff faces.^The small flow of water from

the cliffs indicates that no significant leakage from the

Laloki River above the Falls occurs through the ridge.

ENGINEERING GEOLOGY

SEISMICITY
A comprehensive discussion on seismic risk

within the Territory of Papua and New Guinea is contained in

a current Bureau of Mineral Resources Report (in preparation)

titled "Earthquake Activity and Seismic Risk in Papua-New

Guinea" by J.A. Brooks.

The report discusses seismic zoning in different

regions of the Territory and generally indicates that the

Port Moresby area is one of fairly low risk.
The epicentres of most earthquakes felt, at least

in recent years, in the Port Moresby - Rouna - Sogeri region

have been located either to the north-east, in.the vicinity

of Popondetta and Kokoda, or to the north-west, in the

Eastern Highlands and adjoining districts where large, deep-

focus earthquakes have been recorded.
There are no historical records of damage to

structures in the Port Moresby - Sogeri region by seismic

activity. Recently, following the installation of highly

sensitive recording equipment at the Port Moresby observatory 2

extremely small earthquakes have been recorded.
Recommendations that structures in the Port Moresby

area be designed to withstand lateral forces due to ground

acceleration of 001 g are contained in section VI of Brook's

report.^This precautionary measure is currently adopted

by the United States Bureau of Reclamaticn in the design

of dams in earthquake areas.



PROPERTIES OF THE ROCKS 

Agglomerate 

Being a heterogeneous rock the properties of the

agglomerate, even when fresh, display a wide range.^It is,

however, a massive rock and generally lacks pronounced

bedding; it therefore has few prominent sub-horizontal.

planes of parting apart from widely spaced joints.

Mechanically, fresh agglomerate is only moderately

strong, probably largely due to a weak matrix and to poor

bonding between the inclusions of lava (which are very strong)

and the matrix. Laboratory testing of the compressive strength

of fresh agglomerate gave results in the range 10,340 to

4,200 pounds per square inch (see Appendix 3).^Owing to the

weak bond that commonly exists between the inclusions and the

mattix the tensile strength of fresh agglomerate is very low.

At the Sirinumu'Dam some of the agglomerate appears to have

been water-sorted after extrusion; this material is

particularly weak in cohesive strength. Similar material may

be encountered in the Rouna project.
The agglomerate appears to be fairly stable

chemically but exposed faces show that the matrix weathers

more readily than the inclusions.^The wetting and drying

tests reported in Appendix 3 suggest that the agglomerate
would break down fairly quickly (although it appears to be

more durable than the conglomerate), but no accurate guide

exists to translate the results of the tests to durability

under natural conditions.^It is suggested that further

durability tests should have as controls specimens of, say,

granite, basalt, quartzite and crystalline limestone to

provide a comparative figure.*

Examinations of the Sogeri quarry and road cuttings

showed that weathering was no more than skin deep after up to

15 years exposure; this evidence suggests that fresh agglom-

erate is chemically stable, but does not provide information

on resistance to erosion.^Tests of erodability of the

agglomerate, tuff and conglomerate should therefore also be

undertaken.

The agglomerate is impermeable and all groundwater

movement has taken place along joints and fractures.
* It is also suggested that wetting gET-arying may not be the
appropriate test as rock in the tunnel would probably always
be wet. Further, drying by gentle boiling introduces an
element - differential thermal expansion of minerals - that
would not be present in the tunnel.
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Behaviour on impact shows that the rock is extremely

brittle. At the Sirinumu Dam, where the rock is in general

weaker than in the Rouna area, the agglomerate tends to break

into small pieces on blasting and extensive shattering of

adjoining rock commonly takes place.^In fresh agglomerate

a fair measure of control of line of breakage has been

achievedp but severe overbreak commonly occurred in weathered,

or otherwise weak, ro::k.,

The agglomerate rock mass generally has widely

spaced joints and these tend to be tight at depth. However

it has been severely stressed and contains numerous irregular

fractures and some shears and faults along which groundwater

has moved to a considerable depth (below tunnel level in
places).^Some degree of weathering has generally occurred

along these water-bearing fractures - ranging from superficial

oxidation to the formation of thick clay seams.

Weathered agglomerate, which can generally be
recognized by the brownness of the rock, is considerably

weaker and less cohesive than fresh agglomerate; it would

generally require slight to complete support in excavations,

depending on the degree of weathering. Where groundwater

. has severely affected the agglomerate complete decomposition
to a greasy plastic clay has taken place.

Tuff

Tuff occurs as widely spaced bands and lenses from
an inch to about ten feet thick and commonly grades into

fine-grained agglomerate.^The mechanical properties of the

tuff are generally similar to those of the agglomerate but are

more uniform owing to the lack of inclusions.^The tuff is

also generally weaker than the agglomerate and tends to
weather more readily. Exposures of tuff are commonly more

deeply eroded than .those of the agglomerate, and weathered
tuff tends to be friable.^The end product of complete

weathering of tuff is, as for agglomerate, clay. Fresh tuff

is essentially impermeable.

Wetting and drying tests (Appendix 3) indicate that

tuff is probably less durable than the agglomerate.

Conglomerate 

The inclusions in the conglomerate in the Rouna-

Sogeri area are generally of volcanic rocks which are strong

where fresh but weather in a manner similar to the

inclusions in the agglomerate; a few schist inclusions, which •
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are weak, have been observed.^The inclusions are generally

well-rounded but poorly sorted;^they range in size up to

at least 30 inches across.^The bond between the inclusions

and matrix is commonly weak. In general, fresh conglomerate

appears to be slightly weaker than fresh agglomerate, and to

be less durable under wet and dry conditions.
The matrix is coarse to fine-:grained and consists

lariNly of weathered fragments of lava and tuff and

metamorphic rocks, giving a groywacke matrix. As in the
agglomerate 9 quartz is rare and feldspar is abumdant; as a

result the matrix, on weathering, tends to decay with a

breakdown both along grain boundaries and throughout the

grains.^The upper part of the conglomerate was deeply, but

irregularly, weathered before the agglomerate was emplaced v and

very weak, thoroughly weathered, conglomerate is consequently

to be found below strong agglomerate.^In general, also,

the conglomerate, except near present exposed surfaces, is

fresher and stronger at distance from the agglomerate -

conglomerate contact.^However it is not expected that the

tunnel line, where it passes through conglomerate, will be

farther than 120 feet vertically from the agglomerate-conglom-

erate contact and probably only local patches of fresh
conglomerate will be encountered.

In the weathered zone the conglomerate commonly has.

a greasy feel, probably owing to the partial breakdown of

ferro-magnesium minerals into chlorite.^The worst material

encountered, in drill hole R28, is almost completely lacking

in cohesion and would require special mining techniques

involving immediate support to avoid excessive overbreak.. The

•

^

^strongest conglomerate observed would probably not require

aupport l but gunite lining would be advisable.

Greywacke occurs as irregular beds and lenses in the

conglomerate succession.^It is similar to the matrix of thO

conglomerate but lacks volcanic pebbles and boulders, and its

.mechanical properties are similar to those of the conglomerate.
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ENGINEERING ASPECTS OF STRUCTURE

Agglomerate — Con lomerate  Contact 

This contact is an erosional surface, the geometry
of. which is not known.^The surface on which the agglomerate
was deposited may have been extremely irregular and it is

therefore not possible to predict the relationship of the

contact to the tunnel line. None—the—less the exposure of the

contact in the cliff west of Rouna Falls.and the intersections

in̂ •drill holes R19 — R28 give an apparent dip of 10 — 18 0

upstream along the tunnel. Further, R24, although continued

175 feet below the tunnel invert, did not intersect the.
conglomerate.^Probably, therefore the conglomerate does not

extend along the tunnel line more than about 1000 feet from

the outlet portal.^However if the surface is very irregular

it could be intersected at several places beyond R19; this
is not thought likely.

As the top of the conglomerate tends to be very
weathered and weak both in compressive strength and cohesive
strength, wherever the base of the agglomerate is approached
from below very difficult mining conditions can be expected,

with very serious overbreak and serious weakening of walls

by explosives. Close support right up to the working face
may be needed.^Water pressure tests, however, indicate that
large volumes of water are not to be expected.

Bedding

Bedding is generally poorly—developed, particularly

in the conglomerate, and is not expected to have an important
effect on the engineering properties of the rocks.^Tuff
bands may, however, provide weak layers in the agglomerate.

Joints 

Earlier investigations have revealed that joints,
though represented at the surface by wide clefts or soil—

filled fissures, are generally closed at very shallow depths.

At the level of the power station and tailrace tunnel most

joints are completely tight but some have acted as channels

for groundwater movement; where groundwater has moved along

joints the walls of the joints are generally slightly to

moderately weathered and some are clay—lined or clay—filled.
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The tight joints should have little effect on the strength

of the rock in which they occur or on the stability of

openings t but in broken ground any clay-lined joints may

provide slip-out planes for blocks of broken rock, which may

have to be controlled by rock bolting.^It would be prudent
to orient structures so that major joints do not run parallel

to the walls as this may result in overbreak or structural

weakness.

Fractures 
. Drill core is generally broken at intervals of

*inch to 2 or 3 feet.^Apart from joints, faults and shears,

these fractures are generally irregular . and are apparently
due to tectonic stressing of the essentially brittle

agglomerate and conglomerate. They are generally not planar
and owing to the interlocking of the blocks produced are not

expected to. produce serious structural weaknesses.^Many of

the "broken zones" recorded in drill logs probably represent

local fracturing near the intersections of joints and faults.

Rock bolting should effectively support fractured rock where

the rock is not generally weathered. However fractured rock

should be gunited in the tailrace tunnel to prevent weathering

and erosion along the fractures (see n.27).^Where the
fractured rock is weathered its strength may be seriously

impaired. , Groundwater' movement is greater in fractured

ground than in unfractured rock but water movement even in the

worst zones of fracturing.is not expected to present any

serious water-flow problems.

Shears and Fracture Zone 
The probable shear zene near the . Rouna Falls, shown

by Davies (1961) in Plate 2 arid discussed by Moye (1962),

appears to be a zone of strong fracturing within two shears,

marked at the surface by shallow-dipping slickensides and

comminution.. The surface evidence shows that the northern

shear dips 63 °S while the southern shear dips about 45 °S and
that movement was almost horizontal. Between the shears the

rock is fairly strong and closely jointed but is not sheared.

At tunnel level no major shears were encountered but several

minor shears with weathering and some clay probably mark the
limits of the zone.^In between, the conglomerate is

extensively, and_in places closely, fractured, but is fairly

strong and should only require rock-bolting for support.^The
zone should be regarded as a zone of fracturing between
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irregular shears.^Displacement on the shears does not appear
to have been large.

Vertical drill hole R21 is believed to have passed

for about 200 feet through a zone of weathered and broken

rock associated with a fault that strikes 074 °magnetic
and dips 88 °N.^A cliff face of this orientation stands

only 18 feet south of the collar of R2I (see Plate 1 and
Fig.4).^The persistence of the fracturing in R2I suggests
a weathered and broken zone up to 5 feet wide, provided the
hole did not deflect along the structure;^a wide zone
is more likely to be due to a fault than a joint.^However
R23 did not reveal any significant shear or fault zone along

strike, so possibly R2I intersected the junction of two joints.

On the present information it should be assumed that

the structure intersected is a fault filled with material of

very low strength, and the power station should be sited at

sufficient distance from it to avoid undue stress concentration

in the southern wall of the station. Further information on
the nature of the structure should be obtained during

construction — the access tunnel will cut across it.

WEIR SITE

The diversion weir proposed consists essentially of a

concrete sill about 10 feet high from which rise two concrete

piers and abutments to carry radial gates of span 44 feet
and height 30 feet.^This design is necessary because of the
high flood discharge of the Laloki River.^In this type
of structure a severe sliding force is placed on the

foundation of the weir, and the absence of low angle joints
or fractures is of vital importance.

The weir will be sited in agglomerate which is
exposed in the river bed and on the right abutment. Soil

cover is slight on the left bank as is indicated by several
costeans and auger holes (Plate 4); the costean nearest the
axis of the weir revealed an average depth of soil of about

2 feet, underlain by weathered, but fairly strong, jointed
agglomerate. Drill hole R25 tested the left abutment at
depths below the surface of from 12 to 33 feet; strong,
sparsely fractured and jointed, rock was encountered below

the abutment and beneath the river. Extensive broken
ground was intersected in R25 at hole length 320 to 385
feet.^This is 180-280 feet below the right bank of the

stream and about 30 feet upstream from the axis of the dam.
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Drill hole R30 wac drilled in the right abutment to check,

whether the broken ground in R25 was related to two linear

soil-covered areas, one parallel to the river and above the

right abutment, and the other on the right bank in line with

the axis and striking at 65 ° to the course of the river. No
substantial unsound rock was encountered in the drill hole or

in R31, Which tested the weir foundations.^The broken
ground encountered in R25 will therefore have no effect on

the soundness of the dEm foundations.

The depth of boil and of weathered :sock below the

linear soil-covered area above the right abutment has not
been established.^It will be necessary to excavate all

unsound material and replace it with a concrete plug large

enough to support the right abutment and to prevent any

water leakage. As the soil-covered area is 40 to 60 feet

above the river bed level very little treatment may be
necessary.

The left abutment should also be stripped and any

joints cleaned out by sluicing or other methods and grouted

up. It may be necessary to ensure that the upper 10 to

15 geet of the rock is sound by test drilling.

An attempt was made to test the soundness of the

weir foundations by a grid pattern of vertical holes but

these were not successful owing to the instability of the

drilling platform which prevented satisfactory core recovery.

In general the core was fresh and strong from the bed of the

river down (see logs of holes A3 - A6 and B3 - B6, Appendix 1).

A cavity was encountered in B3 from 4 — 5 feet, and tuff
occurs in A4 from 5 to 11 feet and B6 from 8i to 101 feet.
The cavity may be due to a horizontal joint. , It may be

necessary to remove the tuff and any weathered rock below

the cavity; provision should therefore be made for stripping

of the bed of the river to a depth of about eleven feet.

Further probing by diamond drill to ensure that no other

joints occur at shallow depth in the foundations of the weir
should also be carried out during construction, and the

foundations grouted to a depth of at least 20 feet. Grout

holes should be oriented to intersect known joints.^In
view of the low mechanical strength of the agglomerate and

the stresses to which it may be subjected during high

flood it is considered wise to set tie rods in the

foundations.^An opinion as to the length of tie rod needed

is beyond the competence of the authors.
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Agglomerate from Sogeri quarry is being used for

construction purposes at the Sirinumu Dam and the material

presumably has an acceptably low reactivity with concrete.

Despite this, several sample of rock from the foundation of
. the weir should be tested for reactivity to ensure that a

satisfactory bond will be obtained between the foundation

rocks and the concrete sill.

A few yards downstream from the dam several joints

that cross the river obliquely have been eroded out by
water action.^They may fall within the area of the sill, in

which case they would be treated adequately during preparation
of the foundation of the sill.^If however, they occur a
short distance downstream of the sill they should be plugged

to avoid turbulence and possible damage to the downstream
toe of the.sill.

No difficulty should be experienced with the take-off
woks - intake, se -tang tank and.head.works of the pressure

. shaft.^All will have to be excavated from weathered to
fresh rock and as load factors are low and the intake works
will'be completely lined no difficulties should be experienced

even if some deeply weathered zones are encountered.

The slopes on either side of the weir site are
fairly gentle and no difficulty is expected from falling

boulders near the weir and intake works.. Some boulders on
the existing slopes may have -to be removed. Provision should
be made to prevent large boulders brought down the river by

saltation during floods and floating debris from lodging in,

or damaging, the weir or intake works.

TAILRACE TUNNEL

Plate 2 shows a summary of the available geological
information along the line of the tailrace tunnel.^The
position of the tailrace tunnel is provisional, as the outlet

portal may require variation to afford maximum protection from
falling boulders from both sides of the river and from

blocking of the outlet by river-borne boulders at times of
high flood.^The location of the power station may also

have to be varied in the light of knowledge gained during

construction of the tailrace tunnel or the access shaft.

•
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This is diseussed elsewhere.^The section through the

tailrace tunnel is based on a drawing provided by Mr.

J.B. Fraser, in which the position of the outlet portal

as shown in Works Department Drawing HC62/197/18 was moved

downstream 40 feet.^In the section all drill intersections

within about 50 feet of the plane of the section are shown

with an unbroken line; other information is presented

within a dashed representation of the drill hole position.

In Plate 3 uncorrected water pressure tests (i.e.
gauge pressures and water consumption in gallons per minute

per foot of test section) and an interpretation of the most

probable position of the conglomerate - agglomerate

boundary are given.^It is emphasized that the position of

the agglomerate - conglomerate contact may be very different

from that shown as the surface is probably not planar

(see p.16).^In addition the expected groundwater conditions

and support requirements are set out; the interpretations

are subject to a number of qualifications which are
discussed below.^Full geological logs and water pressure

tests results, are set out in Appendices 1 and2.

Groundwater
In only a few of the holes were applied pressures

adequate to produce an effective, pressure in the test

section equal to the theoretical pressure exerted by the

groundwater. Possibly greater flows would have been

obtained with higher pressures but the results are

considered to give the correct order of water leakage.

• During drilling some anomalous static water levels•^were measured - in some holes.the water table was

apparently many feet below river level. , Further, the water

level dropped as the hole was deepened.^It is 'concluded

that the depth readings represented the difference between

the hole volume and the volume of the drill rods. Possibly

some sealing of fractures in the rock drilled, by fine

products of drilling, made the holes, temporarily

impermeable. Subsequent readings gave water levels

consistent with a normal piezometric surface.^Tests were

also made, as suggested by Moye (1962), on 7th June 1962

to establish whether the holes were watertight by•^the holes with water and noting the time for the water

level to return to the static level.^Results were as

falows:
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R.19 Vertical hole 
Static water level 283 feet below natural surface.

Natural surface R.L. 1423.
Water level raised to 185 feet by pump.

Level dropped from 185 to 283 feet in 4 minutes.

R. 20
Drill hole . blocAsd by caving could not measure water level.

R21. Vertical hole .
Static water level 49 feet below natural surface R.L. 1458.76,

Static water level 1409.76.

Water level raised to natural surface by pump.

Water level dropped from top of hole to:

10 feet

15 feet
20 feet

30 feet:

35 feet

40 feet

45 feet
47 feet

Lt22_E321212_222::4e

Time

3-1-- minutes

6 minutes 10 seconds

11 minutes 25 seconds.
1; minutes

19 minutes
24 minutes

44 minutes

120 minutes

Static water level 7.8 feet below natural surface.

Natural surface R.L. 1423.9.

Static water level raised to natural surface by pump.

Water level dropped from top of hole to:

Time

4 feet^i minute

6 feet^1 minute 5 seconds

7.8 feet^3 minutes

R.23 71 ° Slope hole 
Static water 92.5 feet Slope distance below natural surface.

i.e. 87 feet vertical distancc,„

Natural surface R.L. 1494.12.

Water level pumped to top of h .31e.

Water level dropped from natural surface to:
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20 feet

40 feet

• 60 feet

80 f , JE-: .t
90 fet

. Time

3 minutes

6 minutes

9 ninutes

26 la -ites
40 •zinu•es

92 feet^inches 155 minutes

92^7 inches 4 hors.

R.24 74 ° 18 1 Sla;:)a hole
Static water level 21 feet below natural surface.

Natural surface R.L. 1417.2.

:Water level could not be raised by pumping.^No return water

was obtainei when drilling this hole.

The results indicate that near the surface the

agglomerate is very permeable i.e. that groundwater can
move freely along 4ractures. At the level of the tunnel,

however, the water—pressure tests indicate that permeability

is low, even in the fracture zone tested by R26 and R28.•

Because of the possible pugging of fractures in drill holes,

and the opening of fractures along the tunnel line that

might be expected as a result of blasting, inflow of water:

into the tunnel may be censiderably greater than that to be
expected from the water' pressure tests. Wet conditions can

be expected .in many places but water inflow should hot

present any serious difficulties, nor should groundwater

pressures materially affect the stability of openings.

The piezometric surface above the tunnel line west

of the Rouna Falls shows that drainage occurs freely to the

cliffs below the falls.^However the lack of substantial

spring action and the low yield of water (at low pressure)

from drill hole R11 prove that there is no significant
leakage from the Laloki River above the falls through the

spur of the cliffs below the falls, and that the fracture

zone does not bohave as an aquifer.^Should, however, the

fractures beMcw the river, iAersected by R20, persist as

permeable zori;^tumml level (this is considered unlikely),

substantial inflow of water^the tunnel may occur.

•
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Mining Conditions and Support Reouirea -.

As bedding planes and sub-horizontal joints are

widely spaced -they are not e7ected to result in serious

overbreak diiri tunnelling 9 but the brittle nature of the

agglomerate s. with poor bonding in places, and the weak

cohesion of the conglomerate may result in.substantial .
over break in places. Drill hole R28 shows that in places

at least 20 fe,. of the upper part of the conglomerate,

which is severely 'feathered, has extremely little cohesive

strength; .
 if tnis material .occurs widely at the top of the

conglomerate serious difficulty may be experienced in

preventing overbreak as the conglomerate - agglomerate

contact is approached; further, mining techniqua3may have

to be adopted that provide immediate and total support
right up to the working face. It should be noted that the

uppermost conglomerate in R19 is much stranger than in

R28. but up to 4 feet of core was lost.
The behaviour of the agglomerate in blasting is

referred to on p.16.^In fresh agglomerate little

difficulty is expected.^Moye's suggestion, that drilling

at close centres to effect smooth-wall blasting be adopted

during mining, is supported. Locally substantial overbreak

will oCcur where joints, faults or shears intersect at

unfavourable angles. Rigorous inspection of'walls and

backs should be made after each round is fired.. In
weathered agglomerate conditions will be worse and light

charges and burnt cuts should be used.^The conglomerate

is expected to behave in a somewhat similar manner to the

agglomerate as both rocks contain strong inclusions set in

a weaker matrix.^Mining will mainly be in weathered

to slightly weathered conglomerate and irAairly fresh

agglomerate; mining conditions will be worse in the

conglomerate. Very weathered conglomerate, such as in R28,

may have to be mined without blasting. Breaking will
normally occur around boulders in the conglomerate rather
than across them unless smooth-wall techniques are used

therefore where boulders are large the falling out of

boulders will reilt^overbreaking and projecting boulders

will need secondary drilling aud blasting.
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It is understood that it is proposed to drive two

short experimental tunnels, one in agglomorate'and the other

in conglomerate, to determine mining conditions.^It is

suggested that the tunnel in the conglomerate be as near as

possible (but not closer than 20 feet) to the agglomerate -

conglomerate contact. . Possibly the tunnels could be sited

so that they could subsequently be used as explosive

magazines. During the experimental tunnel-driving close

,a,ttention_should. be given to .a possible relationship between

drilling conditions and 'rock bbhaviour - -On: blasting as it May,

with experience be possible to gauge explosives and support

requirements from the jack ,-hammer drilling.^ ti

Lining

In Plate 3 provision is made for lining with

gunite and mesh all that part of the tunnel not supported

by steel or structural concrete.^This is because of the

apparently poor resistance to wetting and drying shown by

durability tests (see Appendix 3).^Additional tests, as

recommended (see P.15), may indicate that the results of the

tests to which the agglomerate,tuff and conglomerate

specimens were subjected indicate good durability.^If this

is so a considerable saving could be effected in tunnel

protection.^It is expected that weathered agglomerate, tuff

and conglomerate will need surfacing to pi.event erosion

and fretting.

In the early stages of power generation, before the

station is developed to full capacity lining of only the

- low.pr-part of the tunnel may be necessary,,

As the groundwater head will be about 500feet over
much of the tunnerguniting will not be possible where there

is any significant•water inflow. Such areas may require

grouting before the gunite is placed. Minor seepages

could probably be temporarily controlled by plugging of
fractures with burlap, or wooden wedges, and mesh and gunite

then affixed.^In all wet areas relief holes should be

drilled through the gunite into the rock to allow escape

of groundwater.^The relief holes should be designed to

intersect known fractures.
•
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- POWER STATION

The. power station will be entirely in agglomerate

and tuff which is generally fresh to moderately fresh, and

therefore fairly strong. . Core specimen Nos. .7-Q-52 to 56
and 7-4.74 to 78 (Appendix 3) are from within, or near, the

• provisional machine hall site and have ultimate (static)

compressive strengths of 4,200 to 9,230 pounds per square
inch and Young's moaulus of 0.5 to 1.6 x 10 -6 pounds per
square inch (some higher results probably essentially

represent the strength of inclusions rather than the rock). .

No drill core was lost within the proposed site of the power
station in either of the holes into the area (R22 and R23).

Some fractures and joints are weathered and a few are

clay-coated or clay-filled. Core pieces ranged in length
from fractions of an inch to 30 inches. .

Location

Drill hole R21, the first hole to test a possible
'site for the underground power station, encountered very

broken and weathered agglomerate from 350 10550 feet, As

the collar of the hole is only 18 feet north of a cliff face
that dips north at 88 ° it appears that the cliff represents
a fault plane t the downward extensions of which was

intersected by the drill hole. A plot of the postulated fault

and the intersection of poor ground in R21 .(Figure 5)

suggest. that the fault zone is about 5 feet wide. Drill
hole R23, however, does not show any significant broken

ground where it cuts the line of strike of the fault;
possibly, therefore, the poor ground in R21 is at the

intersection of two major joints rather than part of a fault
zone.^It would, never-the-less, be prudent to site the
machine hall at sufficient distance from the 075 ° striking
structure to avoid any weakness in the southern wall. .

Drill holes R22 and R23 were designed to test

a.block of ground at least 30 feet north of the projection
of the 'fault to R.1.950; they indicate acceptable rock

canditions. The information they have supplied iã, however,
inadequate to fix a firm site for the power station t and
additional testing will be needed during construction.
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This should be done from an underground site.^The foot

of the access shaft would be a very suitable location for a

drill site.^This would require that the access shaft be

excavated in advance of the tunnel line, and may not be

practicable. The alternative appears to be to drive the
tailrace tunnel to within, say, 200 feet of the presently-

proposed machine . hall site and to.advance from that point

with a mailer exploratory tunnel, simultaneously drilling

to test the walls, roof and ancilliary works of the machine

hall.
When selecting the site for testing by drill holes

R22 and R23 consideration was given to the location and

attitudes of joints at the surface, and the presently-

proposed location appears satisfactory from that viewpoint

(see Fig. 4). As, however, the joints are only known to

dip about vertical and their persistence at depth is not
known their relationship to the power station site can

only be indicated very roughly.

Orientation of Machine Hall 
A study of surface joint directions - see joint

rosette (Fig. 3) - indicates that the best direction for the

long axis of the machine hall is about 120 ° (i.e. 113 °
magnetic) - an angle of about 200 to the river near the
weir site. There will be ample opportunity to make a much

more complete study of joint directions during excavation
of the tailrace tunnel, on which to finally determine the

orientation of the machine hall.

Shape of Machine Hall 
Moye (1962) has discussed the strength of the

agglomerate in relation to likely stresses around a machine

hall and concludes that the rock is sufficiently strong

to enable an underground power station to be built. In

the absence of information on horizontal tectonic stresses

and in veiw of the fairly small safety margin between

maximum possible stresses and minimum, rock strength (both

compressional and tensional), the designed shape of the

machine hall should be kept as simple as possible.
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Groundwater 

• The maximum loss below 400 feet depth...ill-drill holes

R21, R22, R23, R27 and R29 during water pressure testing was

0.2 gallons per minute per foot (in .R22 at 60 pounds per

square inch gauge pressure). Leakage at a comparable rate
from a persistent fracture or joint in the roc f or wall of

the machine hall would produce wet conditions, but unless

permeable fractures are much more numerous than the drill ,

core indicates no serious water inflow is expected.^Inflow

could be substantially reduced by grouting of the larger
water paths.

As seepage and dripping from the roof is to be

expected provision should be made for a suspended ceiling, as
recommended by Moye.

Mining Conditions are expected to be similar to those for the

agglomerate in the tailrace tunnel. Smooth-wall blasting

should be adopted at the walls, roof and floor of the machine
hall and in the tailrace access shaft and tunnel but once

faces have been established in the machine hall conventional
methods of mining by benching could be followed.

Special care should be exercised when excavating the

slots for the inlet pipes for the generators as the
intervening pillars are likely to fracture.
Support 

Moye considers that rock-bolting of the roof and

walls will provide sufficient support. As clay seams were

intersected in drill holes within the proposed site of the
• power station some measure of additional support appears

necessary in view of the span of the roof. Also, hole R29

(pressure shaft) intersected some rather friable and broken
agglomerate at power station level.^If this zone extends

into the eastern end of the machine hall some support beyond
that provided by rock bolts may be needed. Provision has

therefore been made for 20 percent steel and concrete.^.
support in the machine hall in Plate 3 but the support
required will have to be re-assessed after conditions, ,

including tectonic stress, have been determined after
excavation.



Rock Temperatures 

A thermister probe; loaned by the Department of
Geophysics, Australian National University, Canberra, was

used to measure rock temperature in several holes.^Holes
R21 and R23 were probed on 25th September 1962 and the

remaining holes were done on 7th December.^The results
are shown in Figure 6.

. Rock temperatures at power station level are
therefore between 27.5 and 28.2 °C (about 81i - 82i°F).
As significant seepage into the machine hall is expected

humidity would approach 100% without forced ventilation

and working conditions would be very trying.

Instrumentation

As the existing stress condition's in the rock mass,
due to tectonic forces, are not known and as the wasting

stress field will have a very marked effect on the stress

distribution around openings, stress and strain gauges should

be installed as soon as possible and in as many places and
directions as possible. In this way data could be built

Up on which to base final decisions about support for the
machine hall.

It is also suggested that the gauges could be
maintained and read regularly after completion of the

project. Valuable information might be built up about

response of stress conditions to seismic activity and
secular variation of crustal strain.^This information,
in addition to being cf great interest to seismologists

and others, may be of considerable use in the design and
construction of other projects in the region. . Probably.
officers of the Port Moresby Geophysical Observatory

of the Bureau would be interested in participating in
any study programme.

•

•
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PRESSURE AND ACCESS SHAFTS

Pressure Shaft

Soil, clay and decomposed rack extends 10 feet

from the collar of the drill hole (R29) and weathered and

broken rock extends a further 1- feet; a steel and concrete

collar will therefore need to extend about 12 feet from the

top of the shaft to R.L 1424, Below this point the

agglomerate, apart from fractures and joints, is generally

fresh and is amply strong to stand during excavations

of the shaft and to support the internal pressure in the

shaft under maximum operating loads. Weathered zones and
clay around and in.fracturessmd joints persist to the
bottom of the hole.^In the last 160 feet the core is

generally rather broken and minor core loss occurred.^It

may therefore be necessary during construction to rock-

bolt several zones and to afix mesh to prevent minor fall-

outs of rock. Experience gained in driving the tailrace

tunnel should enable techniques to be adopted which will

prevent excessive overbreak and no difficulty should be.

experienced in placing the concrete lining and tying it

satisfactorily to the rock wall,

Water inflow daring construction should. not be
serious as to a depth of 400 feet the maximum water loss

during pressure tests was 0.04 gallons per minute per foot.
From 400-450 feet the loss was 0.12 gallons per minute, at

gauge pressure of 60 pound e per square inch.^This section

. may require some grouting at points of water entry before

the concrete lining is placed as plugging would be difficult
because of the ,high groundwater pressure.

The concrete lining would have to withstand a static

groundwater head of nearly 500 feet at the bottom of the
shaft - a pressure of about 280 pounds per square inch.

Access Shaft 

Conditions generally are similar to those in the
pressure shaft, but the ground is not so broken near the

bottom of the hole (R27) as in R29.^The collar should

•

^

^extend to about R.L. 1406.^The treatment recommended by
Moye - mesh lining during construction and subsequent lining
by gunite - should be satisfactory.^A few broken zones
may require rock bolting, and perhaps grouting for permanent
control of water; the one-foot wide zone of clay and
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decomposed rock at hole depth 418 feet may require special

treatment, depending on the angle of the zone to the shaft.

The few tuff bands present should not require special

protection.

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS aggregate
No homogeneous material suitable for use as concrete/

is available within.many miles of the Rouna area. Aggregate

for use in the Sirinumu Dam project is obtained from Sogeri

quarry only 1.2 miles, in a straight line, from the weir

site; crushed and sized material from the quarry is

reported to be entirely satisfactory.^The rock in the

quarry is agglomerate, similar to that in which much

of the power generation works will be sited.^It has a

high proportion of inclusions and a correspondingly small

tuffaceous matrix; the inclusions are strong basalt and

andesite fragments. It is concluded that on crushing, the

matrix, which is weaker than the inclusions, is finely
broken and is discarded in the undersize fraction (which

is used for road aur sfacing).^The sized product from the

Sogeri quarry should be quite satisfactory for use in the

power generation project and should be cheap. Routine

reactivity tests should be made.^Road haulage distance

is about 2 miles to the weir site and 3i miles to the
portal of the tailrace tunnel.^Ample supplied of

suitable rock are available.

It is not known what proportion of matrix is

included in the sized product. Should small quantities of

matrix-free aggregate be required for special structural

concrete very large boulders of lava, probably andesite,

lie in the bed of the creek between the quarry and Sogeri

village. They have been eroded from the agglomerate but

are quite fresh.
Unweathered agglomerate spoil from the tunnel and

power station should prove as satisfactory a source of
concrete aggregate as the rock from Sogeri quarry. The

conglomerate should not be used because it is generally

weathered and it contains a proportion of schist pebbles .

and boulders. Tuff should also be rejected.
No large supply of sand is known in the area. As

the outcropping rocks are all almost, or completely, devoid
of crystalline silica little quartz sand is formed by
erosion; most of the sand deposits consist of weathered

ferromagnesium and iron oxide minerals. A small deposit



occurs at Sapphire Creek but it contains a large N..ariety...of
minerals.^The weathered conglomerate At-the 21-mile peg
on the Port Moresby . - Rauna road might possibly provide

suitable sand by washing. The matter requires further
investigation as the occurrence is extensive.

WATER QUALITY
The Laloki River is normally clear and carries very

little material in suspension; it also does not have any

dissolved impuritiee likely to be injurious to structures or

machines.^However in time of flood it is very discoloured

and clearly has such an erosive power that substantial

suspended material and bed load are to be expected.^This

matter is discussed by Moye (1962) and his conclusions as to
the need for intake works designed to remove transported

solids are supported.
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CONCLUSIONS AND 'RECOMDENDATIONS 

1. Investigations have shown that the underground power

station scheme recommended by Moye and McLeod (1961) is

practicable.

2. The proposed underground power station, access and

pressure shafts, weir, and probablr about 1700 feet of the

tailrace tunnel will be in agglomerate, with included thin

lenses of tuff,. of the Astralobe Agglomerate,^The remainder

of the tunnel (about 1,000 feet) will be in m3re or less

weathered volcanic conglomerate.

3. Fresh to moderately fresh agglomerate is strong

enough to stand in openings without support but the

agglomerate is extensively fractured, jointed and locally

faulted and sheared.^Joints are widely spaced and are

generally fairly tight but weathering has taken place to
below tunnel level along many fractures and other places of

parting.^The end product of weathering is clay.

4. Tuff appears generally weaker and less durable•

^

^
in exposed surfaces than agglomerate but occurs in thin beds

and lenses only - the widest measured bed is 10 feet thick.

5. The conglomerate, where fresh, is probably as strong

as the agglomerate, but probably very little fresh conglomerate

will be encountered in the tailrace tunnel.

6. Results of durability tests conducted by the

Department of Works Central Testing Laboratories cannot be

translated into durability under operating conditions, and it

is recommended that additional tests be carried out, with

other rock types as standards.^Provisionally, in the

meantime, it is considered that allowance should be made for

lining byMilatbeeqind mesh,all unprotected parts of the

tunnel.

Proposals by Department of Works engineers for

tests of resistance to erosion by agglomerate, tuff and

conglomerate are supported.

7.^-Weir site foundations are sound but will have to be

excaliated to any open flat-lying joints and probably the

tuff encountered during drilling should be removed. Possibly

about 11 feet will have to be removed but further drilling

is needed to establish maximum depth of excavation needed.

Some grouting and plugging of joints' will be needed,

particularly in the right abutment, and anchor bars in the

foundations are recommended.
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-S.._ •^Conditions likely to be encountered in the

tailrace tunnel are summarized in Plate 3.^Generally

conditions should be fairly good but extremely bad ground

is likely to be encountered in the conglomerate neat the

contact with the agglomerate.^For upwards of 100 feet

special mining techniqutemay be needed, with strong support,

and considerable overbreak - possibly to the base of the

agglomerate - is likely. Several smaller weak zones can be

expected, particularly in the conglomerate, where full

support will be needed.^Elsewhere local rock bolting will

probably be needed.

Water inflow should not be serious but some broken

zones will need grouting before guniting.

Experience at Sirinumu has shown that the agglomerate

is very brittle and care will therefore have to be exercised
in the use of explosives to minimise fracturing of the
tunnel walls and to restrict overbreak. Smooth-wall
drilling, as proposed by Moye, is supported.^The

conglomerate will probably behave in a manner similar to the

agglomerate.

9. Excavation conditions for the machine hall are

expected to be similar to those in the agglomerate in the

tunnel.^Some steel support will probably be needed and,

because of the greater size of opening and the consequently

increased stresses around the Opening, rock bolting.

throughout is recommended.

-Water inflow should not be serious but provision -

should be made for a ceiling, and the main points of entry

of water may have to be grouted.

10. Drilling to date has indicated only one structure

which should be avoided in siting the machine hall; this

is the fault or weathered joint intersected by drillhole

R21.^On present information the currently proposed

location appears satisfactory but a final decision should

await additional information obtained during construction.

The most favourable orientation of the long dimension appears

to be about 120 ° (true bearing),
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11. Rock temperatures in the vicinity of the machine

hall are expected to be about 82 °F.^Owing to seepage and

dripping, humidity will be high and forced ventilation

will be necessary.

12. As nothing is known about tectonic stresses in the

agglomerate, stress and strain gauges should be installed

in the workings as soon as possible after excavation.

13. No difficulty is expected in the excavation of the

pressure and access shafts. The pressure shaft will be

lined; mesh for safety purposes, and finally gunite (as

recommended by Mbye), with some grouting should generally

be sufficient for the access shaft.

14. Aggregate from the Sogeri quarry is being used at

Sirinumu dam site and should be satisfactory for concrete for

the Rouna-Sogeri works. Fresh agglomerate from the tunnel

and power station could probably also be used to produce
aggregate but the conglomerate and tuff should not be used.

Further investigations to locate a suitable source

of sand are needed.

15. It should be assumed that substantial suspended

matter and 'bed load is moved by the Laloki River in times

of flood.

16. Compared with most of Papua-Now Guinea the seismic

hazard in the Port Moresby region is low. It is suggested

that aground acceleration of 0.1 g be allowed for in

design.
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APPENDIX 1 - GEOLOGICAL LOGS OF DIAMOND DRILL

HOLES_R'8 - R31

A3 - A6 and B3 - B6 

Logs of drill holes R8 - R15 (Rouna Falls

area) appear in Davies (1961) and of drill holes R16

and R17 (No.3 Sogeri Weir site) appear in Davies (1960a).

0

0
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BUREAU OF MINERAL RESOURCES, GEOLOGY AND GEOPHYSICS

GEOLOGICAL LOG OF DRILL HOLE
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GEOLOGICAL LOG OF DRILL
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BUREAU OF MINERAL RESOURCES, GEOLOGY AND GEOPHYSICS

GEOLOGICAL LOG OF DRILL HOLE
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GEOLOGICAL LOG OF DRILL HOLE
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GEOLOGICAL LOG OF DRILL HOLE
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GEOLOGICAL LOG OF DRILL HOLE
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.
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puma./ ,.....,...aterifie roeks

2 - AP 3 . 4,0.015^34., /PI 4

.1(4/4 CdPapse^twyagoo,,,s- A.A6.0..
100 j

/OM/ 30.4r----

^ Clay /://1..9^i'''

t

.
•

Li

•

.

t

Fresh to

o'ded^fl'esh
aff/oh.anale.

Cores - fairly yowl +Aril,
booki.7 .

493/0#0.^geese, 460.0 as ...lore.

Ar•rafe $a of 4140>V4*0045. / 4

coifs/shay of rested/4w Cosa&

asotesites , oad ,otilatvoitic

rseA• ei..Coofelei ii. a tam*
estari4 14•19.4‘ toms imoofrio .

9,1

///1
100

1 ph

00

Clay II/hay 3 -

Mei fear/ore4— Clay

100

frac...wet:50,os)

frIe.9. iradvreS

4—^•fracivre 4s

Cores - fairly plot to km*
bea.e...

Aff/soo. eleseri,o/..... as

above .^A..,,,,, 4rec.loios a
"ewer ,......,..rhoi. of the roc....

I

IX

..^ Yerhail frastore

•••^ illo. foial .

01111 RD

100000^a^grawd.o....1,f Ifiotfrill E/000.

VERTICAL

SCALE^.1 ihch^:^/0 for-,

DRILLER 011, ACIPP2OC4 • ALA?.
COMMENCED

COMPLETED



e4.5 .

(,c',80')

—Broken zone.
hoot of dose iradures
Joint 50'

fradvee. "oIA Secoo4.7 Pro/Meetil 404.6" y.

IC■ae". 70' clay coatea

,00t sJ Ms. 'Yawn.
Tom, fos* day coated

foist 70' Ms coating.
rant 45 40,

60. day coated ,fracArre
fo' /rad-

. coated a/i14 s/bee sec. mmeral.f.

?Sint .40-6'
^ Verhea/ . fradone irreyr4er

Large- leadure sob - root/us/ 7" Aro"

/Weal, . /ratchet

roast .15'

Ao' coated AlaPf
Prey, Iractvre

31•

Irreg. inzeirees

^ tiadrre to•
Clay coaled .6iselvreS
10,nt 45 clay coottedo
4$*
e.S• weatAersd frac/ores .
Sob- vertical hieeturo

'Wean zwoe.

jives. irctchAleeS.

/Stadv•nt
irreg. fnectore.
Irreg. fractures coated lov14^API/ "ens/S.

44g1

RO ^

BUREAU OF MINERAL RESOURCES. GEOLOGY AND GEOPHYSICS

GEOLOGICAL LOG OF DRILL HOLE

PROJECT  ROIUM 1/Y4'40 - ,EXE-CTR/C .5c.4'E"E  ^HOLE NO ^A 20 ^R L ^.6 31

LOCATION ^orieelreo,,nd Arid /*Lee , 1"h:4e Loalak; Rieet (d/s) ARCM FROM HORIZONTAL

DEPTH

CHOI
CORI

ROCK TYPE^
DESCRIPTION

PEONES OF *CAINERINO

OIRIC VON ^

STRUCTURES

1.00
^

CORE
^

JOINTS VEINS. ^ ERUCTS, CRUSNSO CORES
RICOVE00

Aloe'. freSh AN/

firesh lo
/Prod. fres),

agglosv crate

Fres4
mod. fre..s/,
aggIosverate

AradernAe4,

freoh
agybarerate.

Tegir , good to ki•*, broker,

/WA descr,,rt/os as ,26avv .

.195/an. coafiawitoIS- larger
to 4e . across cossrstrny

stos/iirofaresievito,- eased/
caw./ .2„moits/fen.

Aggiont. canoowests Isonelfer
1 across.

litho/), good cores

C doge.. I eat layer ,,e*^3 -4cnos
cons/st..T.9^40diSdeS
vesicular basalt asd ling
yee.ined loor/ohyrit/c roaks.

Zosharidecl /OF a biteAmorsi,
AW,ucmows wina.0~.

COF.4 3 fairly good.

fia/e/7 good to Ayr*
belsA-4.. cores

onsorto.
co Ayx,,, anti vary^oises
Avow 6* to e

"rarely g000/ A./.-/r Arokon
cores

Corneroents are 5 . ^do,
77,1f coarse yir

rigg/ems. eosvfiosent 1^°

fairl). lova' to fair*
broh.go. c6...41S .

Agyforn. com,00roestir /*?,

Ay,/ coml. Aare oar. eize.i't,i

.1
^

-^A` tp s"
End of Hole

.040E0  a^/frou.trAory

0ELLCP Alai/zee). RAS 

Com LLLLL 0 ^

HINYTCUL^

.t //7Gh ; /0 jr as,"



BUREAU OF MINERAL RESOURCES. GEOLOGY

• GEOLOGICAL LOG OF DRILL

PROJECT^It 0 I/NA^HYDRO - Zig r TR/L^SCNIriel if

HOLE

ROLE NO

ANGLE

AND GEOPHYSICS

A del^NI.^/0. SA • 2

LOCATION^462,-.16/n. 1/1,1/ 44^"4•18.0^5,41b0m1^
.

FROM HORIZONTAL^00e^DIRECTION

MOCK !VP!

0 DEGREE Of w^ NO
DESCRIPTION

DEPTH

ScI2.1.1OF LOG

LIFT
6

CORE

RECOVERY

STRUCTURES

JOINTS VEINS. SEAMS FAULTS CRUSHED ZONIS

MX
,Later the

so. 1 40,/
'with&

•
_
-

Linhfeor

Broken

TO/nt

Fractore
Broken

lit/ ot 14

1,,„/ 35-
/9roA-e...,

Twos/

Joint

Taint 7o*

704,1 45 .-
$ec.

_
rro sures

react diets

„awes

1-rdeforeS

Tiiitt f3Er:41-.5.)

with secondary

zone and hieclhered

zone and *feathered

PS'

45' 90 .f0V
zOne

*V

foaled Apelfth
Z 0,, e

70°

re coa./ed if,th

coaled
mineral

coaled with
iousera,/,

( ,rod 45 ' ilos"

(40'. 146( rs'75')

•
(.0., fefer re

( 6 9: 4i)
frac,:

(Be, 6e)

s (55' W)

/raft 10. Ni, :ea/ed.

..

a rIdn secondary
AP•7/of era/.

a *rata (At sheen .

ro . )

.
a, AI)

.

•
$

Moderate 17
fresh

airflomefate

Bo v /der of agg lomerAht
-
-
_

_

-
-_
_
_

-
-_
_

—
_
_
-

-

..^.
.

•

•

and rabble
Later/ li c soil

•

Cores^fairly^broker; to
yood,

Ag g/. con vots of ,..030.1ed
e,fem • or ts^of vericaar

/arcs cc fine rained
PetfiArrifn rocits se-t ,o, a
Aro .....n^tot fag * o yo^ODT di / rir

Nod. fresh
ale/lents/ate

Zil..d.' .

•

^

.^..

^

..^,
...,

^i ^.^.
••

..

,..

Fre 5 h
4.9 y lomerate

Alm/ Assh loh7
-

_

-

4-d
_

,-
45-

_

_
..

At_

ii: 

i

 --

isg

xs,if

;•

_

..
-

Aoal. erash fp
Weal*^toff

Yellowish krown^41 L, —
tub' :"

itodera.le/y
fresh

to
fresh

fly r/y^foe a'^core
6re/ a r ts ei I h c^A s1e4 e go us

.44Acti../..r . •
..•

•

.^•^•

•

•

•

..^A

r

Fr
I

0
Fairly food core beaten
m parts.

Airy/.^components a.r.
/".5`o 2' of size^Sado.

Fairly food core
ircw. isiiiii,

Ia... 4:/,,,/,‘,

tso ow /ik/4,

/c, ao. it/•Vii

r
;

s'4■,

ilhic_.

059/oonerafe

Ircurly food coros to
ea.....:,^beeke.n,
ce...9. .^at,./07./.^to a M

sAre of to'

Pavel), food to Korr/p
broker,^cores.

4.70„,e., of afft /save*
s....e.a. •

-p

f
96

.1.
gErL=

.

Noderate/y
fresh^lo

'^fresh
afflomerate

Fairly good to fa/e/y broken
cores.

^A/. coonfi.^ranle
/0 cool:poi/hoof 6o'.'ioterwavlwi.
/0 ba Se C/. 2 "'Of S , a.re prlyoo

.1.09sorted Jet^es APOOdeeeeos ,0

coarte yret,dos of fnsie/sh bensel

matrix,

--

....7

:

..^.

Irreg.
actvreS

fine/lire

Trrey•

-
-
-.
-

106

'
•

•

DRILL NO

IM^rar

fil^495 lows-rode
LOGGED^6^Be° vx hen—, mindrzt/ e7000

mute^r ilciyhec shoo, I,.^of 7^.

VERTICAL

SCALE^1 /0/ZA^:^/0 feet

CONRINCED
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BUREAU OF MINERAL RESOURCES. GEOLOGY

GEOLOGICAL LOG OF DRILL

ROUNA^HYDRO- ELECTRIC^SCHEME

AND

HOLE

HOLE NO.

ANGLE

GEOPHYSICS

RU I^it L^/*SF - IIpooncT

LOCATION^ehiaa^Nadi^v^Awe,* Statrom MN HORIZONTAL _CU 4;?...^DIRECTION

ROCA TYPE

• OEGIIIII OF •^ INC
DESCRIPTION

DEPT

SIZE OF
CORE

LOG

1.1.1T

CORE

RICOVERN

STRUCTURES.

JOINTS. VEINS. SEAMS, FAULTS. CRUSHED ZONES

VAIL

!Una's-^of brow ni sA iroy
f sibd ', AInt dun.. raid, a,:e...

Fairly good to Axe,* 0roA-to

core.

-' .^.^.^.

.._ _4
A

Irregular

wpm- Pra atireS

1111111h- IrrelvIer
Fa'

fracture ..1i

( 70.90, zo,

fracture

(ke ) fee)

6o 

'^.

teeras ( L5: 7445•

ct.

70)

)

:.---_

-

i

Fairly^broken^core

frac, tire

fracture

7i•ert 70

xfi:raec;ve

Moderately
fresh

to

asylosterate.

.

•

fresh-

Oro i 7 5 h^t of t^ba.00f

good clooefan../1 .b• caren

kw/. (*.wpm so.2 ts cons..rt of
-^ndvcs/c via r^basalt a

ands • its^set^in^(...
greyish brown^1-8. f f ac eo v 5
oo at r i r.^Poorly sorted.

.

A:WV/ Or.ken^cora

-

14C-

-
_

/0
-

1F
:

.^orPol:o:ict. t4fr3Z4,0 tutocarg eo' vi/4

35 • clay h /40
•

as" filled

at 4ec •
ze coated erylok^. ^.

coated blue

z OAP*

frac lure

^

70.)• coaled
0 ro.c.I met^7o•

zone

60'

zone
65'

6:4: • )

or crushed zone
fimactureS^.

tract

5?)

se coated
(SO' 4;5' ) .

-fractures

44' ) 

70*

frac,.

acme
(27:4-e ) •

fracture.

4-5'

 (657

.56'

free'?^material.

fees

secondary *mineral .

.

me//1, Mick bl00%•;

.

•

with bloc imaterial.

.

.

1.3=..:mri

'fa

-...

.

...

.4

.^.

. .

4 .
.

fmact,

/cruet. JO

feints
fra.t.c
7..0 ,...
foist

Crushed

Ii

Irreg.

ramt (60:
Irety .

'^irCrus4h act '

feint

Crushed1Fairly^broken to brokem
Cerra .

0 f AC 0/10t1019^4 5^above
with^eter firoimetiona gre
o /^tv/f^,n^n.y5d.

rein,*

.7Zpoin;stv• (6:575,

^

:". ...1.
/ 4.QA,

^_ ^.

^

-^.^•

- A

^

i^.
.

^

IIC^..

^

-^•

^

-^•

^

-^-

^

-4..=

^

...^.

11..0
—
-

_-__ ..

^

/94^...

:

.

-.i... .
- 

^- ^A^•

Broken

^

fairly broken to^fairly
good corer.

Tuff^bete mm e s^ar•re
lore do .... i mint,

'---Irreg.
Horizonte/

Fracture
Pr' Frac/.

.

-^./PO"

mists Me,

,

'Joint

fairly broken to fairly^cod
Cores.

.1Mlerimediale to basic /eras
sae ■•• abrowngreyish
tuttaceers aratrir. .

Fairly good^core.^.
Da scp<,,./r/oss as st-bswe
but in addlion conlaios
a,/ fa per, Ayr/ e/c rocks
is a fine 9eatof e 0/
tvffit e CO MO^no a.trir ....„.....---"

.^,

.

fracture

Irreg.

arches

Taints.fairly^broken core .

blew Irreg.

WEILL ND

'
Sheet E.^of^7

.

LOGGED^a .^t3r o uic A 0 inTYPE. Min cl ri /1 F ioao

DRILLER^r tivyhes

VERTICAL

ineh^: /0 feetSCALE^.1
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BUREAU OF MINERAL RESOURCES, GEOLOGY

GEOLOGICAL LOG OF DRILL

AOCMIA^ E'e'rigic^SCHEME
PROJECT^ 44'Y.01q12-

AND

HOLE

HOLE NO.

AN4LI FROM

GEOPHYSICS^ I

A 21^ft. L . ^19. C t • 2

Machine him& * Itoluer 5hatiom HORIZONTAL ___2.0-^DIRECTION ^
LOCATION

ROCA vi..

6 0 ..... Or NIATNINiNG
OISCNIATION

01.075

VII Of
CORI

LOG

ton

.....
w.•

ECOVE•11

ST•UCTURES.

JOINTS VEINS, SEAMS, FAULTS MINED ZONES

M

.

Fresh
to

/r/odetate/y
fresh

airy/cooperate

Fairly brakes core.
Ayyl.^consists of layered
frayments of reSI Cati,"

basalt and^a.vs•• le -

per,' hr.,/ • e^rocks.
Pra yaps n 1 a^are v k s erred .

Z •

.

,

:

-

Z

•
•

tl^' '

-•

•

• .

.

4 :

" a6 

00

Peact.

Irreg. frac/ores

20• coaled 1.9/4

fractorer

.
react. Zo
SS •
ir,„,":,,,,s

zone
"'root.

75'

fractoros

•
4-0

tract.^Aoriz.
tract.

.0.5 • coaled
of r a. e.r.

(60,50)

(44 ., 5')
react ores

5o"
(yr6 7* ):

!react

15 6

( 30' , 706)
fractures

(4o, 26,75')

frac, vr e .5
•

60
fractures

( se, 06)

25' coaled wyth

65'

fractores

50
•

fro cl wee $

(70,60)

frac".^/ol broken

riagi ct,

le
4.5 •

fractures

frac".^hoe (41

tract day ,4i//ed.
(,-/ with c
35' coaled black.

70*
f ea.c 1;

coaled yettoso.

zone
60 °

tract,

50 .

secondary. memeraf

.

With secondary mineral.

clay e041/e Cl .

^listonitic^aterial,"m

zone,

thered On^J o 0 #01,c41. .

fay^ eral.

rdo-----•To.a

4.---

Erre,.

Irreg .
f

- ireigd

Fairly broken to
fairly good^core.

•
Ars c rootion^as ahoy& .

F
q 3

.8 roA- is n
,--- Irreg.

lo • nf

•

-̂  Irreg.

frac/.

00
rr

OG— %oreg,
..---Irrey,

/43----

___"----;',c1c1.*
--Srrel,

fractures

— fraCiori6

Pa//y^broken^core

Rocks^of tale route/rate

^

oclom more^•26voa'a rot.cooril

/-:,.r...
"..'r

/
100

--.Trrtty.

..-----Froactt
roints

Irrey.
w.----- /'.o/.

joints
MAIIIii•

,.

.

•

•

di .

•.

Icair/y yood to fairly
.6rd:4c-a n^cores.

Vesic s. /a.r 6a fall; asa'esite
and var/ovs ,00riohyrrf,c

rocks^rawfrrif in
ti on^fe0 PP•^basic

to^mob r ore d i at e^a.P4

.. .6edde d^in a^prepah -

bro WO^fofface ous^•• • defer.r .

Irreg.

frac/ores

'- Irrey.

..-- bud.
— Irre.g

•frac,' ures

To, o1 t

TOI'd

tree,.

...---- frac tyre

(r"ef.

Toinfs

•,,r
fra/e/y

Ayyl.
ameiesile

broken core.
asoyao s ad^of

and red •1 black
basalt Set AM A

ArOsae fr'l Crool ..., li C

Cc, 6,,C^Arra l'o•••• .r.

2a-4.

20

.

•

•.....,r

1.. Portical

.7.0,0e

.. ----- r eety.

4-•••-•"" Joint
...^frovict.

Moderately
fresh

adfy /ems/ate

vesicular

9 re y/ Oh
tdoteirct c

Ftl/e/y broker, corer.

Rot/.^in yeneeck/ .5 /aye red .

4- * to 6" of ioor,ohyrit'c 'vac

cot:ale-al^Arerovoi.

-

-

101"

A.
.

---

.

•

/

71

-2.7.---- 'trey.

(weed

,.../.. llorlz.
Ittey.
limn/

41------ /WC,:
feint

, 2'rreg,
Taint #5*
loin,' 45'

'-• . Dreher,

P.:----

r"-----

Ayyl.^COolop00^SOM'^have as

areraye e/ze^of^l''
•

7

fresh #0 wee30:-.16.

Mod. fresh
ayylomrerate. fatily broken to

Aroken^core. .
..-- Joints

-^Irrey,

DRILL RD

•

"'Gm,^G.^13,04/Y ADM"AL As clod]^F/000

Doman T^Hu y h P 1
Sh a of .3^af^7

rEITICAL

SCALE^ inch^:^ie, feet.1
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BUREAU OF MINERAL RESOURCES. GEOLOGY

GEOLOGICAL LOG OF DRILL

A 0 OM^HYDRO - e"<k-C7- c sc./it-Aar

AND

HOLE

ROLE NO

ANGLE FROM

GEOPHYSICS

/f 4/^ML^/ 4- 5 R • 0
.PROJECT

I^ ir.,^.
LOCATION^ „ HORIZONTAL^:)^DIRECTION___9 . _

I^RoCa TAPS

• DEGREE Of W^MG
DESCRIPTION

DEPTH

Sill OF
CORE

,o•
- - -

LIFT

 CORE

RECOvERP

STRUCTURES.

JOINTS, VEINS. STARS FAULTS CRUSHED ZONES

àfL

nioderate/7

trees/.
ao/oeverate.

-^. •

Irrey. tract.

Wort".

cooled

tractores
45•

tract.

weamiwei
ireatl.sree

cloy coated.
react.

zone^weathered
weathered

clay

zone frayinoort"
clay oweiler/4/.

frac't yr/Ps weathered

(d, so. )
tone .

zone
frac.tyres

( ci, g, Ad )

zone

frac, vref

are edher

^

stoles^see

•
fraclwres

lractvrec

.

415 •

rose

(7o., 70: ed. )

fractv,es

zones

ftecittees tea/led

rn.q. froclyred

eitth^secondary

"tented

aP/Aersili

bled.

se,face.
surface •

fragments.
syr7face .

coated

/ --,e` /059.

surface .
•.,^,

;ailed with brown awneral

sett* weatitensd syrivocer.

w,/4 Weathered 5vefeice

the^.sorface^of
weathered or coaled

and c/a7.
rt .

,

hit/4 weathered
syrfaces

with weathered
Sur faces.

..

sit/4^Ws 4.4./...

fair/ Aroken to taiell'
core,

48
Med. to coarse r. aronittc toff.

A99/. tontetors ethYndant
frapreasts of Yost c yher
basalt /C. to 3m stet

.

361 .

:4 .

fract.
Irreg. tract

f‘

To 'rot H.
m■---- frrey. tract.

Total tdP"e5h^toi
noodenete+

I fresh
cuitglonverate. ,

Med, to coarse yø. aventhc tuff

shows^• ra de'? be-461"1.:

. .

3s

_

_

-
b

_

•••• ^ 344 home

tract. #s•
iert.^frac,..

.:
• .

,

.

-
-

'^-

.

••
•

.

.

•...

'.

.

•

•

: 4.

Moderately
I fresh^to
weal* a...ad

' 44,5Voynerate ,

fccirly broken to brolcen
cereS.

'trivia. 00:
c.rrey.

Broken
Irreg. tract.

"'pokers
much

Irreg
71/./rt oo•
fractures
eitra+en

—Pery brohen cores -ratr—F-
At" h, .3'

enthen
ihnnerocis

fractyras

5roken

WY/nervy'

Which

et "it tA-en

into" eroys

Witsperoys

Nodenateli
fresh

41540,apvi3te

Bro/tert^cores

An/.^consists of awyde-
rorirhyr,t,c rooks,
andestles • yestcw/er
basalt.^.999/. ,c/o/v./7
Sorted, ora.r. stee ,f
eoavehemts^/... 4 ..,

Moderate.
fres sAi^to

Weathered
aff/otwerale

Weadhered
t4e•

/nod. free*
aff/enwerate.

Very Oraten cores
ee^/# to z' sire..

redren^core.

Vary 45re.4- e... coras

3g

Broken to fairly Anthem cores

•Very^ •broA-ert^c ores 37

Etrohen^to very brohen
core.

Wee/herd
aff/sArstrate

Very^b reli nc e^COPV .

_ ^

1

Moderately
/reek

As
Fre sh

atli.""irgti‘e-

Cores^broke,/ to tatr/,
Oroiten . /10/. cooromeAds

conststs mostly of andoszle
and res,t Way' anifesite.SIze 1

3$6

^: A ^Fract
^ffti ^

lintyVery beaker, to broke., eareS

-

1-.....---^.titials
:----'--^T#,.

010-^ i

I 

Irrantewted

Ireey.

Besotted"^to fairy brohen
coP&S ..

.^Core

Org.ten
3 fairly broke..^to

.^Aye/^coon,.^*
and to o stag fr

stir*

"sclera/ell
fresh

coaffIeno I ea&

vhserOcd

Cores^Arotten to faty/7
ArokeN .^A vere9 e^0/.0 0-
0 1^C eon, opy 0 PP fa^is 2 4, _

oo

DRILL KO

•

LOGGED^a^/Sr* us honTYR( alincird/ E/000 '

tumult^r nqlhes
^Sheet 4.^,,, 7

VERTICAL

SCALE^1 inch^:^/0 teat
COMMENCED

COM KKKKK 0
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.^BUREAU OF MINERAL RESOURCES, GEOLOGY AND GEOPHYSICS

GEOLOGICAL LOG OF DRILL HOLE

A 0 V NA^HYDRO- ELECT'? IC^SCHEME^HOLE NO^A 21^R L^/458-RPROJECT

LOCATION ^Mack's&^Hal/ ^Abwar^JAL/fors ^ANGLE FROM HORIZONTAL ^90. ^DIRECTION ^

ROCR TYRE

• ISG
DESCRIPTION

DEPTH

SIZE OF
CORE

LOG

LIFT

cp.!
RECOvERR

STRLICTORES

JOINTS TEINs SEARS FAULTS^CRUSHED ZONES

ML

Broken ceres
Airy/.^C000/001•41140:, consists
of̂ ,4"1-coridgcl frap"wen/s^off
anes//es and resecrlar amiss

Broken /0 verY^broirgri
Cons 5.

c^/^
or* lisp^i's /he coovs

41',

f_

,

,^-
.,

-

4^,-

^■ , ^,,

. .

,

. ,

•

•

.

.

••

.^,

'

.

.

a^.

•

'

• .

.
^ :roof frac,

e

,smb- IS 0 ei 'Oft teas
o', /4 Mn bloomy.

al^ly/ra.c/vres ;vvi
co

,-, Inscleres

es w./.4^freen
je nolorer51/.

^

one - fragnren/s^1riaete

-Ca. voilli:o;d:Sren- lath "75: fez et•Pretan:hal ..

acferes coated svith^a
econda .2.^arenerl.a
'act tismally fresh be/
oa/ed n-,//, 'MN bloom..

to 3" pieces .
10- fresh a/A4 0 wy k

w•A4 Mos' A/eons

/ "ref .^SO.Pdf/a*e 3^velyy
wei`h secondary daward/s .

4aclvres^enera ny
with secoidary oremere/s,

se - sof/ and freable

•
, al/en posfyy' and
/hared .

•r •^5o.'/,,,,es^coaled
^no,A0 era,/,‘^aped

C.^ "WV in /Vaces.

aariC41.

Veil frantented ao

Presvent fractures
* •and coed*

s•--- frayntented zones

1„....^ .Yrenserodes irrefelar^•
I^sonoe^re^c/

011111,-- Fray ',rented^zone-
Horizon/a/ igen,

..^ le.-7. lract......^...r„,^t^9.0 •
nil, cal lractvie

'^S/ealhered cores , ev•

fralanenled zones

irrey. rvigy fractde
" seconda

eirtrenvely loraken

15.5°,1::PeCo:1: fiotatelar ey yia''beiaweeli:Ce.;o: vad

tone.

frayinesled zone^f
rat e .r,

A-apnea/a zone ;
a^few are

Very broken cone
/ 

3 ern. //
ffracter•s^nereve/ed

oye^Cos^ca.Peof

.........̂ fnsclgeros^,,,stenerally
and coaled

oelaer^s^iore9e/ar
fresh , sonde^coats.

, ^ Ks? foayneented z

frac/pros^erroyd./4
sbyhtly^we

w./4
fractderes^/reeve

-soreen^'scoot -

5onvetiones^bononit

,POWerthre^ce
1^

/ea vres
 me., gdar^and wit%

Nee secondary
nanerat,

1—Frapriented

'^IPr
,,

Mod fros4 to
slestölly weak

/Al •
wszpered

,
Shiloily neat*,
/vaned /rash

00

Mostera/ely
fres h

asailoonerate

,

ffisirly^Arehart^core.

f

Mod
fresh^•

elf/.

6eo ken^Core,
elsy/. Loeniroesents comae./ wr

3/orsor,erge rod /e and
ga.,,m ,....ehy-ie,, ,...A., to

a^size^el 6 4;

1.—
5/1941/y
weathered

aohdosovera,e,
yery^broken^core.

ifoderately
fresh^to
Slifhtly

weathered
oolong orate .

BeelcePa to 14/0/I brolres corE
wetly snivel/ car. le es^ow

Me 510P,tiCe .^/t99/. cosy,.
.44Pe Sr.^size^of I"'

Very^broken^core,
Broken care.^A gyl.^•
comp. anseetecl 3, to size^3

• .1.-----"'ore

IFA
r

•Orolcom to fa.ply broken
core.,

Sr^ordd,s-en^ore^l 3^—
Modera.iely

fresh
apjlenterdste

-37ZElhelf
Very^broken core.

Oroken core

Very broken core.

/94/1 ' weat4.31)
to mad. fresh.

A rolreor^to eery broke".

fie-^,,^Zi

3/i941/,

nesse4terent

adiy/onternte

'soy APO.feh^lo^iselreno/y
Oro/re,' COPAL..

Svrface^of cores^rvysfy.
AN/.^(oar *nowt I^'avow,
Average vas is t . bet
'nay ran9a^Ad,^6".. riArv

rYe ry^broke.,^cora .
vest ev/ar^c000rponeerf are
coaled wifir a Alve-
secomodar, iosineral.

Cores^are- fe•rora/17
f rea..b/e. •

Sliyhtly weak
Am^••••4! fro sh.

Very^broken^core.
31.st4ily trea/h,

FA
SliyAlly weal4
to mod.

frosh aff/. V

Moderately
fresh
afy/omyerato.

Very^broken le A:dirty
ereken Cola.

YeS1C vicar^cono,00n en/S

are^cocaed dew% Ace
IOC ostispy^raise's/.

100 

DN■LL IRSI

LOGGED^6.^"VW LI X henTYRE Mandrill E 1000

DRILLER Litightailg-afierd^Shoe/ 5^./' 7

VERTICAL

SC..,^1 stria^:^10 feet

COMMENCED

CO. LLLLL D
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BUREAU OF MINERAL RESOURCES, GEOLOGY AND GEOPHYSICS

GEOLOGICAL LOG OF DRILL HOLE

PROJECT / O//VA^leVpRO-El.ECTIVe^Pit OTECT^NOLE NO^AL!^a L^/4-51?•ff

LOCATION ^.c.h.ri P^l'42.#^4^Awes. Station ^ANGLE FROM HORIZONTAL^goDIRECTION ^

ROCA TYPE

• DEGREE Of IVE•INERING
DESCRIPTION

DEPT.

SICE.E.:E LOG

LIFT
I

EON,'

RECOVERY,

STRUCTURES

JOINTS RIMS, SCANS r•utis^owing!) TONES

AIOderalel,r
fresh

oiyesTerate

Very^broken^cores
-

-
-

_

-
510

-

--

-

sa
_

-
-_

-

-
-■.

5414•

-
-
-
.

-

-

_

-

-

564
-

-
_.

I, 5z4
_
-

-_

a

-

-

-

Me'''.

:

-

-.
-.

-

•, .

.

A^.
•'

••^.

•
• -^.
d.^.

V i

fiA244,e64^Sid"- *Oro
coated w1/.4 a b/v,!..

frupssented r one

—Cia., sorcelerva./ - sivdyel
(core loss)

•
fr-,...0.,4s^nun. ere
secondary^blue env

Ngwereus^sub- her.
seine^coated 4w%
mineral , other iv, s

AroCitairre S MS Mail"

w,th Noe secondary

^Curved fracture

Sub -horigoor la/ fraeture.s

Irr

AC 0,7fral &Ma^usuatty.
S Cecina/aril intrIP gra/

/5 and. Coaled rile*
steals.

z on tot/ fractures
nSecodary b/ve

e^fresh .

,

sub - horizon ha/
nit nerals.

, usually^fresh.

coated^TtiM^a.
el era/.

tissoalli,^fresh

sat-horizontal.

/Broke n to fately good
Cores.

Average size^of „gaol.
toterponasts^.14

100

1

//

Average size tear. 4(_''

fAtoolerately
fresh to

stighl heath.
ayglost trate.

Very^broken^core.s

/

8

'...

*.^•

.
.

Moat fresh loft 13t oken^Cop-es.

Ater/ fresh to
shot*, weal* kVery iwoen cores

3^pieces .

/
X

voicanic ash cores^very^Orr. ken 
Very broken c.ctet5 ■^Aggt.
a,s,sts Of islos-orteze file, •
of ovate -"orithyritie. a drat!
vesiet.dar andissites^in a,
coarse are.nitic tti/laceovs
on adr..r.^Vesicles often
Coated with b/ve secondary

ew.rerat.

-,

'

•••.^•^•^.
••^A

.
• .
• ..

^

.^.

^

'^'A

/5

.. : 45
•••^.

•.^. 6

LI •

4 •

. 
h•

• .

^

b^•

Moderetedy

agyfOnieratz.

.^' 7/7
I,,

100

fresh

broken to very broken cares.
Afar. six e •y/. cows,. . 4 i- "

Apyainerate unsorted.

Fairly broken to hurtles.. core.
Very^broken cores.

Brolc an^cores

cnvonents h2 /la &/0Afyi^o
to 7 ^ft:wens/7

unsorted.^reside5^I"
and e S I tes^coalea'^with
blue secondary 'mineral.

/ / /
99

/ / /

/
11/kW, broken cores 3.pecel

'
/^

/

,
Nod. fresh te
slight/1 weath
4259/010 grate .

Broken^cores -
Very^broken cores .

yra ^Secondary
fractures

Secodary^Pm

Su b- horizontal^fraorores
and irrepilar.

fractures genera&

— Oradea,^dinibed

.

s— Clay like and frieze&

s ^
fragmented zone.

ti.

Moderated/
fresh^to

fresh cwt.

6roken to fairly broken
[Are 15 .

A55/.^coorpooents ntainly of
vesicular anciesite av sire 4

7

1 / /

7

.--17-7an's
eery broken tore-

falrly broken cony

/
0

Mod. fresh fts
5 byhty weath.
0-9910 nrerafe

.„Very ,broken Cora.^•
dor eCes^and i6/#

Slight& itmath.
.1

,esrokes fro fair/y broken cons:
-:4•,34,-,.....:

Mod. fresh an/ r-airly "broken Cores. -^.

Nod. fresh to
stightty weath.

tuff.
5rokent to very broken

Core.^Park yre/ fief/4c

vi.4
Fine pined.

■•

*..*:.
- -

'
-

100

0

Mod.frash tuff

Nat fella to
Mesh agq/. i

/ /

99

Mdo^fre^/offsh Ore/^peshl/c fvff.
sl

Mod.^fresh.
"94

fairy broken cores .
A '

••Z‘
,.,..,

DRILL KO

LOGGED^G^fire vie her,TYPE .411.7.1.,// £1000

MU , 6^.17'

VERTICAL

SCALE^.1 /nch^:^/0 feet

DRILLER  NA raPiet, erArAfilhir
COMMENCED

CONALITED



BUREAU OF MINERAL RESOURCES, GEOLOGY

GEOLOGICAL LOG OF DRILL

PROJECT^ROviseA^HYDRO - 44 E c 774/C^SCl/I'll

AND

HOLE

HOLE NO

ANGLE

GEOPHYSICS

11 2/^RI.^/4L5R.8

LOCATION^yitatimse ils/1^AomAeo Slat/0A: FRON HORIZONTAL _____________ DIRECTION

ROCA TTPE

II °ROUE OF W^ INS
OESCRIATiON^"

111:01

Silt OF
CORI

Loa
LIFT

a
,n.,
-- -

PIECOVERN

STRUCTURES

JOINTS VEINS SEAMS FAULTS CRUSHED ZONES

afoot,^fresh
toiff

fairly broken to broken core,
Poo.PA1 re/ ro/117‘^tuff_

Pairly bpokeno to bevirea
GONG .

-
-

—

-

_

-

-

..

—

_

—
_

_

_

-

--

_

-

_
_
-_
-
-

-

-
....1

...•

-1

•••••

-

■

-,

.....

-

-

-,

-

-

-•

-•

60C22000

404_,./0t0
.. .

I.

.

S ^„, en /.16 i^6.4

tch ,^sOIPPe^hal/e.',etch,
 as a coc&tivoy.

•

^t  h„,,,,vs^s z ese. ,., ail),

^h/Ve ^seco scla.py

•

/d
_t

Mod.^Intik
ciente." epode .

•

•

•

4#0^OP^oVOZE

•

•

-

DRILL NO

LOGGED^a^cro,x hoiiTVS. Appui•InAla 0 0

asoLLa a kJ /Meet^/Vies„..T.
5,44ref 7^of 7

VERTICAL

1. mei,^: /0 fost

CON•ENCIO

CON LLLLL 0
SCALE



BUREAU OF MINERAL RESOURCES, GEOLOGY

GEOLOGICAL LOG OF DRILL

/COUNil^HYDRO —.CLECTRIC^SCHEMEPROJECT

AND

HOLE

HOLE NO.

ANGLE

GEOPHYSICS

R2Z^R L^/#2 3 - 9

LOCATION^Thi/rAte,^TYPIPPEA/^4/110•1^L akar,' Ativrto- FROM HORIZONTAL^63.^DIRECTION^
• mcg

ROCK VII..

6 1810(1 OF *WHINING
DESCOIPTION

DEPT.
a

Slciot.,OF L"

LW?

•1

C°H
OICOIFEINV

STOUCTURES

JOINT5, MOS SUNS FAULT, COUSMIO ZONIS

5Ceee and rvAble

^ ,--o-^
Core ,cipecer / /0 A> 6

V

431/6,•verate cons/s/..s of
Vesicular andesyle , anal
itoriehyrit/c a.ndesile rockX

zone

0
50 coated

coated

.c-ona , clay

joint

^

:one.^wit.*

it-rag/v/4r

60*

are fresh
Q thin film

45 °

jOInf.

4•5 4

zone, clay

50'

irregular fru:tyres

lo/ort,

fractvre

fresh

frac/vres , inregv/ar

^

coaled^w'/.4
y^min erects

Core grovnd

Sub-horizoolal

re." frac/vres

Wed^lerevflo..

•ty.^3o•i• 6 L

wi/h b/ve secondary
$p, nara/.

with^seconcia.rit
 minerwls •

coated frac/vres.
coaled 1',/h clay

clay coated fractvres .

and laurty fresh.

and coated
of black SeCOndarey

ortmera./.

coaled fragment's.

coated with ay.

ma/n/y coated with
.***Oodar7 4.7/0rePa/S

ancl fresh

a thin film^of

fres h
to

114"ferci•te/Y
fresh

agglomerate

„

10:
-

24:

:

36
-

_

4i1

a

70 

•

•

4^.

•

.

•
•

A.

. —

Broken

Ain/

Core pece.3 .r to 5 ..

Core p/eceS 6"to 7?

AIgl.^cons/srs^of yes/4 vki•
andas/le, avq/te porphiritic

andesites^enebeeloteol^in
a. tuffa.ceou3^maiLyr whKA
in^places^is^fir/able . 100

irractvres

N^Oroken

•---- 54/3-horixonla/

broken

FractvreS

Av. size of 455/ conrloonents

^IV ^e
Core izusees^i^to i

/
100

,
faceo

Core pieces^/' to ,S,
Tutvs • ntalrix famy I./able

Corelccces^to 4. -."". 1
a^/.^unsorted.

Cora^io/e.c..a-s^< 3'

Core pieces^3 s. to 5 '

ie.

Moderately
fresh

agyloinerale.

(Ina

//1

/
g

Core. pie s^V " Ai 42.*
IL^5e.AN/. tonr.^a.v.^' In /..0

Age. Com'p to amar of EZ'

Core /Pieces few to 9'"

100

Taint

trractvres
w, fit

.......,.. _Tenets

nt----- 54/b-vorlical

loin,

As — Droken

....._.-- "O. CLC Imre

/f _----

COP* "fee as ge — 3".

fresh^to
moderately

irrsh

°"/e
.

Core^pieces /' to 4. /o*

Core^pieces average 7
Ao/omeraie^cons/sty of

vnsortect fearsen/s of
red and lVach- ees/cu/ar
andosife • a/so Itolohyr/t/(
andesi/es in a ovaLlov.e

oi^aremt/c^tv/f.

dew), are/a/he—tuff.

/

100

Sat of

—Aori-2—TWIT----

EPes h^to
moot. fresh

agg/om crate

Core ,o.• eces^/' to e 8/'

Ayg/ yeneratly unsorted
Average s/ge^of &gig/.

coorpmeatts „f"̂ t"' /0 a
neaximvm^OPC ...r. 4:

80-

qa

.

boo
/

........„....... Irreg.

g eneral/y

Pew

some
5 econdar

.^
•

•

•
0
.

•
*

ico
Core.^re_ce.s^/' — g..'

A/.^components^ay.
m £'8 .^and can s.s/

of^fArve^yra/ned arfroArs,teS
amd^veSiCalar candles , les .

/

8Ice=

MLA 40
C:1^Tuff

NU^Agg/om era&
IOGGEO^a^firovx banT,„ iffinefrill^E/000

oniu.to aiL,ALL72.allarlh.-

O01114IMCID^R3 --/- AA

Sheet 2^of^E.

VC.TICAL

,c,,,^linch :^/0 f/COMPLFTFO^/5-i-64



BUREAU OF MINERAL RESOURCES, GEOLOGY

GEOLOGICAL LOG OF DRILL

OVA^AlY,O/f0- 6.4 E C TIC/ C^SC lia /seEPROJECT --AP

AND

HOLE

HOLE NO

ANGLE

GEOPHYSICS

A Z g^R L^/ 4, Z i- 4

LOCATION^M. I/ PO r•^Tron../ ba/a."^Ln/aAV 14..rere FROM HORIZONTAL^b 3.^DIRECTION^# Al

•OCN TVN

I 016111 OA 1■1•TNIRING
DESCRIPTION

DINA

S'IC 0"
CORE

LOG

LIFT

 CORI
RECOAIIIS

STRUCTUNES

JOINTS Gills SCANS 'AULT'S^CRUSHED ZONES

Modierele/y
fresh

ao/oaverate

Core pieces^9 *.
Aysdenteeah^onser/eici.

Components^vary ,P7 SATC
("v."^/* to /' as a b.,/de. -

of coarsly^ref/CU/40 ano'eshi
L3rown aren/ttc tuff. matror,

-

1115 100

FILE c tyre
ca.oui fresh

5vb-horixonta./

s weefidae

/n a/crearance.

fractures

 zone.^coated

9eneral/1

fracture

zone, fraTmen/s
secondary A..

coated iv/

30.

zone 1',
se.condary

bactoee coat's/
CO•10:140, AlrovAgiONCt/f

zone, fra.p.e.sls

genera/it

zone 2 A

fractures^ccafed
ir,inerats

n zone

broken zone
size...salary on

day coated

zone ,
along fea:../ures

/ore yula
live^se-con/cry

coated or/th

rone^Z"

broken zone

genera///

1s

am/ irregular.

:/ay coated

tv./h^secondary
rninerafs. •

coated^with
Mn.^Noon,.

Coated with day.

coated with
t era/5 .

4*^sec.^sr...cocas .

fragioreots coated^.','$
emeera/s^a/0 09 rAia e

of frachire ,

.

clay cox:lac:I.

sligh1/7 weathered
and ^,.• /410. .

ki/l4 blue
.

, clay coated and
'ogres/ Or, fracia els

.

lilve^secondary

.

r vS 4. al/r coded
nl , neetz/ .

clay

S//9h//y weathered 

Mod. fresh Oreyish^41:Promert^fvff. 

Core.^pieces 6 ^l'.

Atoderate./y
fresh

aggions erAie

100

-

124
_

iu

i.

-

15C

ISO

pg

-
200

- A

•

•

..

-

•4

'

•
 .

.

•

.^•A

'

:

.•

.

-
•

•

A^•

100

.^ i,
Core. pieces^3^to 6

*
.--frregular

Broken

fractvres

•

/

Core. ,oieces^8' 
4

A95/omeeale^C001,00/1 4 nts are
...'-a ' to / 4.. in^size^and

consist rnain/y of fine
grained am/es/les.

100'11

i,
Core.^peces 3^to 6'

Core^pieces^I.

Sub- vertical

5,e/ren
b/cie
Join/Core pieces^8

A99/0 /PP& tale^coarser
Components consists of

vesicular andesi/es, porphyr/h:
andes/tes^soine^of wh,ch
show^flow texture 5 .

48

-7ints 9-.5°

clay or

fresh^to
wiederal-ciy

fresh
agg/ognerate

,Core pieces^/

A55/. canyonents ,t" in size
vp^to^/0'

00 

sere',
With se

-43ro/reAr

fractores

—13roken

Toinl 20'

Core pieces 4 3

wealhered root, friable^-----
Ira "nests.^Cor^4 3"

Moderately
fresh

agy/oMieraie

Core pieces^6 ...
■Y^.

11,31. unsorted^gr. size / -
p 1 r LP ON KV PI A .

7

co,e piece's^8

r^
var/ovs
secondary',

Core^pieces^6^- g
A99/. convene 07 /1^have^an
average. size^Ait-A. - .24-

100

/._----

r — 8 rthe

Aarrow
blue

Pracfcire,

----- thin broken
Ise/Herai

f'reel' vres
frA/A^...

.1-o/nt

— aroken

nerro.4

frac/veec

Core pieces^/'

,,Core pieces^o "

Aygl^unsorted -I-A. to z**
s/ze^of conitoonents .

/ro

99
Core peces 3 - to

Core.^/0*pe c es

neit L^NO

LOGGIA,^G.^13r o vxhonITN filindrift^E/000

Sheet Z.^of 6
TRIPPER PLA.r.SL.^ZlehaL014,

RENTICAl

SCALE^ine.h^:^10 feet./

CORIMINCED

COYNE TEO
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BUREAU OF MINERAL

A Ot/NA^IMO- Eh ECTR/C SCR

GEOLOGICAL

RESOURCES, GEOLOGY AND

LOG OF DRILL HOLE

E iw E^MOLE NO.

Off Va..^ ANGLE PROM

GEOPHYSICS

RAZ^RI^/ 4it 2. A • q
PROJECT

LOCATION^rii,/,...^77,,..,..^4../..../^1-a/o..+7 HORIZONTAL ____gai_.^DIRECTION^9^• Al

ROCA^l'IPI

. DEGREE OA AvlATNERIMG
DESCRIPTION

DEPTH•
5IEE
CORE

LOG

LIFT

Fn..
---

NECOVERR

STRU:I.IRES.

JOINTS. VEINS. SCANS, FAULTS, CRUSMED ZONES

•

Moderedely
fresh

a/11/0"ici'ele

, : rrigl/TriTirt

Moderately
!resit

040/earargete

AEI

re^pieces^6
A51/.^linSerted ,conoponestS
"anyt in size frEPO, t

to 7"•^Large-xi" conyo.
sure^cacti-se^ess/c vfar
andefiles, °the-Poo/ie.
Pine frained andesitaf

-

V&

-
-

2,1,4
_

Z3.D...

_

e

-..

_
za

-

_

270
_

.^•

.

I —Broken zone , thin

'cruos bly

zone .

zone^3*

, tisin clay

/real. frac/ore

irre5v.^so.nelinoes
wa% secondary

zone - ivea.thared
or (o

irregula •
ini.norals

wee/here

zone.

fracture

tone , fro..qs”eiils
An. ner his

fractures

zone with
s either fre;h

46.roken zone

fracture.

broke o zon e

k: .., .) z^g."

SemefimeS
coca , n is ,

es^irreyvlar.

fractures,

ca./ frac/vre

sub-vertical

fain of clay on
fray^a n/s .

Icracture
surface .

bv,de .

coat/n.9.

.

klinecals.

stir/lace^en
'ad •btlr Secondary

*nos eals .

, coaled with^blue
.

s' and um," y

o/a.of nes ak sec/ion
of sore .

(cafe d^iv//h
.

irregular .

friable fragments .
or coa./ed with

Secondary^nsinerafs •

.

I*, clay. , cood,e0,

fraynov ovils .

vvyg y , jractu e o s .

a.ko secondary mhdrais .

clay coated.

C/ay fil/ed.

ai ',"

-

98

/arye irreg.

arekeri

eirokeryVnsprfed^_ _
arouinish yrey ruff .,r."4

• • .
.

•
• .

11

.,„
Ll

•

Core pieces ..1' frac./vee

^ Yvyfy

Fractures
coated

.^Broken
frayns•ntS

Frac.furess
secondary

Frayncsts

.

Thin broken

Weathered

—Orairen
secondary

Other ni‘se

Broken
frac/ yrs

"arrow

Irreg.

-r-rnri•-...-firiar_:x..z.
*

Core pieces-^48
As,/ components e. in swore.

Slight*. niecith. Very g 1^Core I.

.
Afodercaisly

fresh

avlaavervile .

Cerg /P/6444^9 .
lint consfonentS t"

I

/00
Core /notes

•

.

a

•

4^•

.

-^.
•

•

.
8 •

Care pieces^/.

ioo

=....t. ores= sli5b/1y= vugyy-
Cores 3"

Core pecas silo to l'

Core^pieces^.S ..

f

vveo,th. ayg . Core.^pi ece.s^( 3

Moderately
tresh

aly / 0 Averahlt

,;5ffi=
/loci fresh to
slightly weal!'.

Core isii a c e.s^/0 4.

.1. ••
-

 24. "
/159/.^conyponents At.

fil size-

Cores < 3 * porous •0 friable

• II^.

n.
Core pieces 6

Andasitic vesicular rocks
cost'', o 4^i v7^stgg/ .

— Nan.* ne

Broke

Cores'

.^. ,,-,,^, ,a.,e..^. • -

iooCore
aggis nye rate

pieceS approx.^3".

Thin c/ay

Ira ciu r

..5".
.dwax/es from C0t2.0'St

/ tha to, to fine
the bottom. Of the beg

Core ,oieces
Slightyy wealls.
to 'mead fresh

tuff

r u ff
near
near

..shsq,//y we,2/4

0.51/0 or e rafre

Core paces <3 * , /iva ble

and /porous.
2C A •

•

•
•

96Core^pieces dp-d.._ friable
Slightly^/gas "Or o Los . Irrepitar

34.4- rely',
Mod,^fresh

says /eine rafe .

,,u
Core pece.5 .4,

-

30Z

OIOLL NO

LOGGED^a^aroirx h sinI ■ P f. Atin Ciri ii E t 0,-,—

DRILLER efistr_serZieberth 
COMMENCED

Skeet 3^of 6

vIII TIC AL

SCALE^inch^:^/0 tact_.1CONK I / ED

1/



BUREAU OF MINERAL

PROJECT^A 0 WW1^Hea40 - E L C To4/ C

GEOLOGICAL

RESOURCES, GEOLOGY AND

LOG OF DRILL HOLE

^5C H Ent:^HOLE NO

^.47,,,0v...^ ANGLE

GEOPHYSICS

R Z R.^II L^i 4,- 4 3 - 9

LOCATION^72,,/.12.r_e^tvr.nr/ ba/i,aa^ha /A7.4-, - FROM HORIZONTAL^63 .^DIRECTION^94- 6/1-1

SOCA Tv•E

A . DEGREI OF NIAINLIII•G
DESCRIPTION

DEPT,.
A

Wqr "

LIFT
A

.r,C00::. JOINTS

STRUCTURES

VEINS SEAMS !AUL TS MANED EON.

.

Mod. fresh
4911/0■11rerafie

a
Core tp,eces 8

.,

-

31Q

-

•

.

d •

• •

:

••

/ an r•
77

/prep/tar fracture,
4r• kart Lone Z .) frog

Irregular frac/tines

•
Toint 4,5

fractures coated
clay^ina.ler ial
,c-taaares #0' , mrarlar
With secoadary miser-a/5
liroken .a-One with
fragment s 5myyest.
A Z' piece • of hardened

frathires yeeerariy
coaled with Jecoodary

Clay coaled fray

StOb - hOr/XOntell fnactures

FratIvres yeneratly
coated with &nos

Brokaif zone, Ira

fractures irroyv/a

Oroken rose, fray

Error. tracture.s
coated int* /,,,,u,

5.01.-.rizo^olnto/ tool
(this 1...oh-es roma e

frays.•nts coal

let., y v/ar fro c/ s
clay asa' /ins

Other fradvres Ia.
coated with seco

Se! of fraotoree c

fractures yesera/

1o/nt 50 0 coaled with

Frac/meet fresh arta/

tarye 5.4-vertical

frocteres fresh

Larye /prey. fracture.

Tom/ 70 .,

- hoe...reshot coat
wd4

clay fi//ed.
men/5 cloy coated

,this cloy coaled.

irith trees

sonvel. /alas avried
.

sosre scratches^on
of ..orere^.^0.ent:

clay misera/s .

irreyv/ar 50010 /isms
ATIF/P 0.-a./..f.

*tents.

coated with clay
ininerals •

irregular^and
tic /material.

masts coated with
hn•on,l/c^Ma t‘e ■••• i 4,./.

coaleo' with linronitic
'material.

ents coaled with
/....ositic /no/a/val.

Ana/tows/.
d loos compound.
ntahms weathered )
d with clay

,,,/g.

,/, /rash so.metinpos
airy Ns.^MI/ AP are.4 .

ad b/acA- with
secondary noinera./..e.

fresh 7' inrejpular.

secondary ....nerols .

irreyv/ar.

feactvre^.0-#. /cony.

'.---- -

II
10 

Nod fresh /0

fresh w<
C ..- 'ore pieces 6 - 3

ty/. components -„-0...1- ' tr. sire.
NIA, i.), aiiit,,,„,( caries f pia ote ..- pore "S.

Al.deratety
fresh

ayytomerale

Core. pieces .

k

Core eveceS 4

Vest c via.- ascie s 1 fic 't-k5
abundant.

98

Core pieces 8 °- 2 °

ato'. fresh^to
sftgh* al/ercd,

Core Ineces 4' -.5'
A99/ "'ways, cores fria4/e

cores 6"- 7"
cores^•C 3 '"

Nee. 7vsh-N7V-"-?•--rdb77);;'-Wuo -71-p'r-̂.
locca;//y ,aorous and InobAs . , •.•.^•

a.s^ahoro.
core s yoftv /0 /MICAS ,

yenerafly porors ow frica.46/e.

3

_

-

_

_

354
-

-

_

-3g,

_

-

-

37.0

:

30.

_

39-P

:

406

-.

•

t.

•

•
•

.^-
a

•
'
.

•

.6,

45^•
.^.

•

• .

a '
•

• .

••

' d

a .

to^if '' n.^six C .

Rod fresh
a.),0/0„,d,wie. Cote pieces 5° -6- .

99 ,4

Modera./e/y
fresh

lo
s/Thi, wea/h.

ayylomerio/e.

Core piaces 3

*
Core pieces^8 ,s/iyh/O,

/00,0 4,5^C7.4701^Pre/ 471, hie .

Cores^vvyqy and friable.

Core pieces ./. /..^z'
... U
J k

A,'\%c1 1
...,.,
.44E 1
a ,,. „„^,..----
'..-k...84

...1/4 0 (Ao k z•

i 98 

A9p/.^vosorlao' frays.

Core pieces 9- -
6".

4• < 3
"^„

4footerately
fresh

to
fresh

&Nip...orate.

Core^pi eces^/0 .°

Ayyi.^unsorted.

100

Core^pieces 6° and
VIA 1/),^,,,„5,9y.

AN/. coin,00..ents consisted
of resicular andes.tes 1-

fise Framed asiesrles /0
a. yes^of Z .- -^ . 97

Core^pieces 7".. •
A97"copefiosente /^is
syse^..rosttir of idAs di.
raised awdeszArs. 100

// /
100

Cora pieces. o It

•

•

/

Core pieces fenced&

> /

SPILL PO

•

LOGGED^0 .^BrovnhortMIsdril/ £i000

. n, L.. Pear's Ziehartfr, Sheet*^of 6

VERTICAL

sc.,^1 inch : /0 feet

COMMENCED^Z 3 . / - 6Z
CON ,,,,, D^/5 • Z • bi
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BUREAU OF MINERAL RESOURCES. GEOLOGY AND GEOPHYSICS

GEOLOGICAL LOG OF DRILL HOLE

PROJECT^ //Am° - ELEcrAic^scHEAft-^HOL E to^ R L --1-4A11-9--_____APitiyA^ __13.2A_____
LOCATION 7̂.7.,i/race^/linnet^heler."^LA/0,4-/^Aire,. ^ANGLE FROM HORIZONTAL ____3L ^DIRECTION ^fiCill 

ROCA "PE

I (MAI! OF *LATHERING
DI sc•IPIKIN

DITTO

SI,Zof.r LOG

LIFT
A

CORE
RECOVER,'

STRUCTURES

JOINTS vIIMS SEARS "OLT,^CRUSHED ZONES

fresh all/.
Fresh to med.

Core "'aces e • -^/I9.°

AEI unsorted.

-

_

-

Afi°
_
-
-
-
_

-
_

44‘

-

44!
_
-
-_
-
_
_

-_

_
_

-
_

4.14

-_
_
-
-
_

-
_

_

-

471

...
-

_

484
_
_

_
_
-
_

4-V

.

.

-
-_
-

50Z

A •^./

.

fractures^coated artfh

754

botonilic^matertal.

bloc Stu:P..44 ei ininenth.

with &die secondary
iwinersa./5 .

6/e^9- porovs.

fresh^sometimes
mnierals .

cocs./ed wil,4
.^.

asof shylttly weathered.

fragments

friable on surface.
ken% black. MAI bloolen.

.5" /OPT.

and ICriablit On S VI. fa , e .

coaled with dln Idoon t.

coarse/ 1,/.4 614ch-
.

.

4044 biant see. nyneee/s .

/0

_

bloomnsloonents

.—Joint coated with

Irreg. fractures coizted

Joint NO coated ovilio
iron compound.

W —groken zone , frta

Otherwise^I rash/ekes
coaled^with^secondary

.
(Spoken zone 6 ,fraforen/5

Proavrrs irroyv/ar

—142..rrow brohen arone.

—6ro,ten zone - we

.

frac/wet irrerdar,
and often coa.ted

tractvre^svb-rertica/
^ Taints^50, f5•

fractvres irrefular
----- 0rok en JC OIle^•3".

—Broken^P.-"zone

frac/ores irrejtaar

—frac/yeas irreyeter

sect:4%4247 a.,mera./s

.1rre9. fracture. coated

Mod. fresh
499/orn •113 te

hod. fresh /r,1/.

Core pieces 6 - , rosy/
and pit/ed.

AV/ Cossts/tt .nareily of
uesicc,/a.r arre/esi tes w:Po/
fine 'rained sandes,bc rocki.

-.

Moderately
fresh

aff /on; e rate.

..

:A

A •

.

.

•

4

.^•

.

.

.^1
.^.

A •
•.

.
..

.

.

.

A •

.

•

.

—

•

4

'

.

liyfi.^co din

/
fa/

,
Core pieces ),1

hare
4.a Sere^71- — /

/ o'

5//yhtly
weelhered to
mod. fresh
aiy/oemerate.

^Core pet es^6 ...

Some^of the^cores arm
rujyy.

ilgglogoons/e^cissor/ed.

.

100

•.•
Core ,oieces .‹ .3

ioo

Cons /races arerege / I

Core pieces < 3, fria.4/etioorous

ModeraWy
"rash

aoloifferate .

Core^pieces
45y/.^vssortea'.

Core^pieces 3"
.^,,^*•

Core^isie.ees 5 ..

A0/. comp.^unsorted.

Cord poceS 4 3"

- A

.

.

.

•
-

• •
A •

• •

Core pieces^7".

• .^4-*

„^"^7' lb i /6 ..

Cores pitted and "syr .
core^pieces^4e.-" i 71,—

/

DRILL NO

LOGGED^a^13,romehort,,,,, oindril/ 4/000

....Etaiszte,z_zehael/2
COIEISERCED 2.3 ^I • 64

Sheet 6^.1 4

VERTICAL

SCALE^AZ ,MC■h : 10 feet
COMPLETE.^/5-2 - tti



BUREAU OF MINERAL RESOURCES, GEOLOGY

GEOLOGICAL LOG OF DRILL

ROMA/A^HY0R0-ELEC7-11/C^SCHEME

AND

HOLE

HOLE NO

ANGLE

GEOPHYSICS

A 44^R. L.^/4- 4 3 • 9PROJECT

LOCATION^laileace^runorn/ below Ladok( igrver FROM HORIZONTAL^b 3 °^DIRECTION^gill' tif

ROCK^TYPE

£ DEGREE OF 0/1■TNERIRIG
DESCRIPTION

0E1,1

SIZE Or
CORE

,,,,,

LIST

COIN
RECOVER',

STRUCTURES

JOIRTS. VEINS SEARS FAULTS^CRUSHED 10515

Afodera/sly
fresh

agglomerate

Core^pieces^41t.'

-_
_
-
-
_
-
-

scd

-
_
-
--
_
_
-

sg
_
-_
-_
-

54C

_
-
-_
-
-
-

_

-

55 ,
_
_

_

56(

-
-

51‘

 a

-

5

.
_

:
_

54.G
a
-
_

-
-
_
-
-

-A

-_,6

4 '

•.
.
.
„

.
,

a

-

 ,

.
.

.
-^..

.

•

CI^•

•

 .

0^•

.

'

•
.

.

.

100

.---- Calle fracture

Zsro**0
loin/ 60'

------13roken

4"..,,,
BroIc•n

Irre.9.
Otherwise

.f . /oaf

^

ard'Ie^£,

zone ■O'A.

black
zone..

fr/e
fracture coated

3' /Day, coated

.11.4-

frac/ore 41

fracture 5

with bl

foach/r1.1

coated wilA
secondary ,winerat.

coaled with

fracivre

zone, fray",

irveyv/ar

1012•Gtvee
b/acA

coated ao/4

sub-replica/

fra.c.tenal
with these

fractire coaled

fracture

(rac/ ores
frafivre coatece

a v ilviff

btac/c.
coated blue

fracture
cocaleel 6/.41.

fra.....h.re^.f-•
.

^

gro^coale4,

carie Ifecteiv.rt

blue^seconolcsoy

fractures

fragments

owisern./.

evb-vertica.l.

, coaled with black
.5 44 ondary ir,4aaraft .

ft"gt.910,s,il.1 coaled wilt)
-secondary minima& .

coated cvi/oh
secondary minerals.

5^sc/4 - ho elzo s fa / .
with clay like sin:tenet

Air bloom, .

leer/ice/ coated with
secondary minercas .

- 7 /any^coata.ci aviAh
Ilvify On 54,01.42ct,

vb-horIzool4.1 coated
re secondary minerals .

Coated with Nue
Secondary minera ls .

ifilue secondary 001110,spet,/
vow^on scirivac•.

coaled Mi..

trots coated ay.1.4
Secondery all/Olt 04/.1r .

and coaled Lhiselc.

;valet/ wifh O/ve and
Secomaier,^looto•••41S .

ieevueda ,7 minerals.

fracture 5 4. /ea, , twated
with seco ndary minerals .

sidi-horiz ,^yenerafr
sec.^mine etz / g .

wi/h ii.kicii• Secorh417
minerals .

6" /on,^refaIsel 6/tie.

'ó , .30., ecf)
with Sec . ovIneP4/.

coaled with black
Sec.^sirt.,erals .

secondary nninerat •

loss coaled with seco...41
.......e"../s.

ter/.4 b/ack sec.:we/4ex
.../.. e rah .

Gore^/' Ion,"
Core^pieces et.'

II^o.4*". to 5'

/

100/

Core. pieces^6.
AN/.^ussorte.el.

4-- frail ore

/00

114i/era/ay
freM

apt/eine-rate

Core^Aveces / '7 . — 3'

iffy/oar a Pale^vore••14419.

100
Larye

Irregular

Ally /pref.

-4-- hint el.
black-

.5-41.4"....

 4-- 9vb- hertz.

'r--.13roker

r.--

Core pieces

100

•
ii^n^7

"^"

.•
Core pieces a

/

C.orct pieces if"- 5' ast 7 °fast
e___21.1tra. ------"Skylillywealh.

to •.,00t. fresh.
ay,/

1

le

Core. pieces It'
4----- Fractures

Med, fresh 1,1
.^•

^

Core pieces 7 - g^ir to Z' —1-treywhir

..,....— rm., t 70

Laryo

 Otherwise
coaled

. .1 ere, via.

/aye ;reef

'17---- Irrepdar
"---- Large.............^.,

/6---

/1/4..........

* sh,940, beg
Nol. fresh /m/f Cert.^races 4-.

Moo/. fre.sis

45411

„^,,,^l'i. •

tufewrash fm, / coarse.^oe fi^VI.rm. &^5/X€tuff .....k..:.=--
Mod fresh ask, Afft^cinsorIesi.

7.11

.

'

.

.

Itoderatety
fresh

cailytoso a rate.

Core pieces^6'
•499t. •^unsorted
-eore 'aro Ili IN the firs/
foo/^of the^o•cirr.

100

Nod. froth IV/
der,* fray.

Core frvecos /^„
ralr/).^c.a.,. rse^ref r . •.•. .
core 'eats 3"

Nod. fre sh
cuifio 'meta& .

• v^e

A •
.

•

-

/

,z„,„C
-r7

4.-- Joint coated
'•"---- /sin, #s•

Irreg.
7."^ .-—. Toseet }a'

..-----Lorya

4-----epeitivre

'

.^4.
Core piece s ) / 3

„^..^6

ind^of Hole

.....
LOGGED^G.^.9.rom.rho..”., And,'" Et000

ealt.La.fiaapse,44bartA 
CONVIENCID^Z3 ' / • AL

sheaf 4^of^6

REP,' IC• L.

...^1 inch :^/0 feetCOM^ /5 . Z • 64
,



Medium 'rained aggl
Agglohlerafe components
poorly sorted , average
size /*

Aggt components (not
matrix) strongly jointed,

BUREAU OF MINERAL RESOURCES. GEOLOGY AND GEOPHYSICS

GEOLOGICAL LOG OF DRILL HOLE

ROI/NA
 

HYDRO -4. LECrg/c 5CNEME ^HOLE A10.  R3^M L  AO 94 -IA

ANGLE FROM HORIZONTAL 71. ^DIRECTION  3 a M

  

PROJECT

LOCATION 1

DEPTH
•

SIZE OF
CORE

OFT

CORE

RECOVER

NocA !PPE

• DEGREE CO ...... INS

STRUCTURES,

JOINTS. VEINS, SEARS FAULTS. CRUSHED ZONESDESCRIPTION LOG

Any/es 07 eavere o/ with respect to c ore-
et-vs .

weathered
(yellowish (04ilr •

30:

Moderately
fresh

agglomerate

lava bov/der /A7
agglomerate .

Slightly
weathered
to neoddwately
fresh 4154.

ligyloinerate with
ed dim gr. sir e and

coa.rs^rnatrix.
Components strongly

join fed.

Ned,- coarse gr. tuff behoi

Moderately
fresh

agglomerate
10

IrPv9 0^(-2.0*0 70: fa,^clay tifted

2.6 clay filled

flat surface 80 .

rer19ular Jo'

Irregular se a.), feta, .

4.7^z0 0° ncelai,

Very irregular (go",td1

^Flat surface 70'
Irregular 30', clay filled.

Very irregular (fa',^z
1i-fo9y/a., 30 • clay

Irregular 60.

Very irregular ZO", coated with black $7/17 e ea/

Flat polished black surface 30'.

Irregular (0:10,.10:32., 76)

Flat polished black svrfa.ce 5'5i/6A-tot/deo'
flat surface 80°

Bit blocked, core yo °and away.

Very irregular 90 .

Polished irregular 70'

r/4./ surto-cc (70

Broken core 1 1 0'

flat surface 70'

Irregular 60'

Irregular 0'

folished flat surface 80'

Contacts not distinct

Com /loon ants strongly
foisted.

Agglomerate. poorly
sorted medium
grain 5,,re,
Afecb'um INP4,P/ X

5.a."

60

/06

LOGGED
^. Hamilton

ORM . 00 ^

ifindrill P1000
Tuff

A9glosserate Sheet I of 7

VERTIC•L

SCALE

^
1 inch : /0 feet

Null ER Pearce Oreebarth 
COMMENCED  la I • 3 6 Z 
COIAPL! TEO 30. 4 b 
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BUREAU OF MINERAL RESOURCES, GEOLOGY AND GEOPHYSICS

GEOLOGICAL LOG OF DRILL HOLE

PROJECT^ilfj21/16/^HYDRO -E LE CTR/C^SCREAl&-^HOLE NO^R Z 3^R L^figAt 'IL

0
LOCATION^41/1/AP 0^AO^.1Y //^Powder^Shelrom^ ANGLE FROM HORIZONTAL^ DIRECTION^320 Ai

ROC. "PE

A DEGREE Of NI 44444 IRO
OESCRIPTION

e 01
t

i

OIPTIt
.

Tot: . L"

LIFT

COI.,
RECOVERE

STRUCTURES

JOINTS VEINS SEAMS FAULTS^CRUSHED ZONIS

iloderesiely
fresh

agglomerate.

,

.

rad..
,..,e,./..^....,.,,,,„,„,
•..SizG ,^/Door

sorbry.

ifeebom yr. matr/x

.0

lit

'

Ita.

-

/
-

-

/50

-

_

_

20L

.
•

 A^.

.Li

4

•

•

'

 .

.^.^.

•

..

^oker, zoe ^IL'

IFI4^
afir^n

Irregular 300 cia.7

r
bffed.

le///ed.

/Vied .

wair b/azir^meralm
clay .

/00.

roe* ILIPal c lay ,, ./.0,Pf /5 0•.

/Wed. (00:5)

0'3^)

.

a ' id
°Irregular 0

eP.7 irespdatr^, clay
^Pal surface. 4.5°

trreyular (4'5 •, 3o )
Irregular 30 • c/ay

Very i^5•P very irregul
rregular

°ar 5^caa/ed
— broke.n zohe with

Flat polished^surface

x

0 .

, ^ broken zone , flaii-cy

0/

-

Vet?, iregyular^clay
,./

Coarse gra/neel agg/.
a.vsea.9..^size^of et alf•
2.° .^/.1,^oned/ vm r .

matrix.

.,^,
Regular 4.0

.

^clay f,//ad.

0

Afedivol yrai.yeal
agylomeral‘e

Alatroe^oleo/. ye,

10

/3*

.1Ho„....

Irreyw/ar 00: 5 * 1

flat surfa ce (45.,34

Very irregu/a, 0 °

flat surface 80 °

^Irregular „5'
^ Irregular 5' , clay filled

..1̂ Very^irregular^0*

^ Irregular^70 °

ORII L NO

.

TT.E ^E10.00Minded/ OGLES^L..^Ha.semi/fon

DR, L 1 • 1% I ^, Zegba.Phl 

CONIC COO^7./^•^3• b.A.

Sketi 4^of 7

VERTICAL

SCALE^..t /0/Gh^:^/0 feetC01 5 L.E0^30 • f• • 6.2.



BUREAU OF MINERAL RESOURCES, GEOLOGY

GEOLOGICAL LOG OF DRILL

PROJECT^A0i/1144^HYDRO -tecrA/c^3c#Em4

AND

HOLE

KOLE NO

ANGLE

GEOPHYSICS

A' R.3^R L^/4474* ' /2

LOCATION^lifachina *all^* "mite Sfatron FROM HORIZONTAL^7/ .^DIRECTION^3 Z0 41

*OCR TSAI

4 DEGREE OF WEATHERING
DESCRIPTION

ilk
t

DEPTH
A

MU 07
CORE

Loa

LIFT

NCORE

RECOVER',

STRUCTURES

JOINTS VEINS SEARS FAULTS^CRUSHED ZONES

Moderaial,
fresh

,a.ff/voraectle

A 59 loot orate , "red, urn
grain vat, med.

/04,4P/X .

•

*

21.0

_

lc

Z40

_.

2.5 _O
-

2a

-

VI.a.

-

_

306

:

:A

.^'

•

.

•

.

;,..:,.....

—
.^.

••
• .

.^• A

•

•

CP

Irregular

fha surface

(44' 5,°,1

901

^

6-•^b/ve

5 °

60'
5'

ohorcx.

4-5 .

gir(l5a 5; 70o:',59')reen
(/ce, 5.)
polished

surfac.e.
ea' c.ay

• •CC , *5 )

clay

,c/ay fr//so,

^

cora^is." c/af

, o/ay Id/e l

clay fr//ea

core , clay

, clay fr//ecf

Card , Clay

( .50•,90.,

clay f'ilea
zone it' ci;ay

..(o' Way

Oedding

surface.

polished
very irregular

Very irregular,

Very irregular

Woorn on surface..

70 ° to core axis.

Woo^.

surface 80•

.5 • .,
filled.

1,//ed (0' 60 .) .

(5;30 °)
filled.

O., 30300• )(550'303O0)

(.5 ^0 ° ,o• )

fi//ea/^O. .

•
30 .

filled.

30°,0", es?. 30",)

30. .
filled .
filleo/ •

F.,A
Irregvlao

IrrerA 9 mkt,

Rai surface
galar

flat

Thin /pp ey v/.24, 'of/banes
amol fine^4.59/eni. of

„9 4,.... sire. ^SOC.O"e
gra4cr bedding.

Medium raised aggt
with scone^lar.it
bou/Alors^(.'ii )
Wed. yr.^MY delP4,1-.

"--- IVrerritiirlarer
^ irregular

Flat ,b/a.c.k

Flat

or$ Irregular
POP$'.-

Ifedivier grained agg/.

-^- Irregular
Drake.,

^ Ire*, u/ar

-^Irregular

. — 6 poke*

/

0 ",,e5w/ar

- —45rokenPF.7
Irregular

',regular
Oraien

.7.EziaT./..

Medicine grained agg/.

0....0

LoG.E0^4 •^flansr/fon777, frlindrill Z/000

^. ^Sheet 3^d 7

VERTICAL

^

SCALE^i Inch^.^/0 lett

DRILLER icadice...(ase.h.e/yi

CONNENCE0  Zi .^* 6 Z_____
CON ,,,,, 0^.30 -It • 6.



BUREAU OF MINERAL RESOURCES. GEOLOGY AND GEOPHYSICS

GEOLOGICAL LOG OF DRILL HOLE

PROJECT^ROi/A/A^FALLS^/tYP/TO-^LECT/i'/C^.5ceezni4^HOLE NO^R Z3^R L.^/494% ./2.

LOCATION^Maehiha eVal/^limier 5tahaor^ ANGLE FROM HORIZONTAL^7/^3 Z 0 A4,14

*OCR^TYPE

• DEGREE OF RFATNERIRG
DERC•;•Ti0/4

10 ork DE•tlo.
SIZE DE
CORE

LOG

LIFT

CORE

RECOvER

STRUCTURES

,uIRTS REINS SEAMS FRUITS^CRUSHED ZONES

DIRECTION

Wodera/a/y
fresh
agyiewraraie

Fine graded bedd/ooy. .

.sfaviuos frai.oed agyl
a earar Arse-. 44 ''' .

Wed. 4, cam"; e-- ixtr,,,A-

ioworly sorted.

Fine yraded be.464,v..9 .

•

acme pude,/ t5e4164, .

310

-

31,,,Q•

_

33.C.!

34.

3a

_

34S

37_0
_

I .

-

38.0

44

_

404

:A

-.

-A

-A

.

,

.

A^.

.

•

.

S.

•

.

6^. .

'
.

.

A s

'^• ,
0
.

'

•

/ /

'^100
l*--.1'rre9v/ar , Cia7 nl/ed

C/ay filled //s • 0 °)......„...
..— ^/0'.

5i/rt.:see.__-/c/al

.50

vf, 6060. )

zoole.

r. 60'

clay

roc* .

0 v s -cone-

)^•

.

fractvres a/
0° sr 90* .

clay filled^Jo °

r4,0•/4.G e.^4-5 •

•

/

/
IrragiA/ar lgo',70: 60,

wealhared

aff/.

SM.Pe shckensides
""---- tri.ego/ae co'

Irregular 90. , froroc.:,1

7- rprepilar (4-0°,90' )

Moderately
fee Sh

aolow,erate

Shyht/y
weathered
ow/omen:We

44

/
OD

/

flat polished sorfac

4.-- Clay filled 70 ° ,^ 4

4
/ 0

100

/00 
/

00

,--- rredigular .30°

Very poroVS weak

Irreg. Sao.

.-- Irrey v/ar 70'

fairly fiezi 70" /poi

Flat evela-ce.

zrre9vIar 6o°

Fiat stirface. (60; 4.

do/a.r^re

/ /
/00

•

dyflorlarode. hpecia....m
yree,-.7s...ze..

CAn $evered .
•

4

...---- fere"

/.•--- FA, .9.0'

rreey vlite weathers-a'
any/es^betwee.r,

Irrelaar frac/ores

11/4/ slic4e or sidad

,•i?'
/00

Madaratiely
id•r•sh
a..5,5•/.

3'

r"----lirayelar

,........irr • gv/ar^so•^.
P/af svela.ce Zo

/0•
4

DRILL RD

L^Haorn/fonLOGGED^•„PE AtinebVitIr/000

DRILLER Peaarc c „Zez4SartA
CORRIERGED Zi . 3 • 6Z

------ es> a^of 7'

VERTICAL

SCALE^.4 ihch :^/0 fee'
Co.RLETED^30 .4 • bit



BUREAU OF MINERAL RESOURCES, GEOLOGY

GEOLOGICAL LOG OF DRILL

ROWVA HYDRO - EI-ecrdLc____SCHEMEPROJECT

AND

HOLE

HOLE NO.

ANGLE

GEOPHYSICS

R Z3^a L^/40- '9' 41 • i A

LOCATION _______Afath"11"ysoor FROM HORIZONTAL^/ .^DIRECTION^3 ZO.A4

ROCS^l'IPt

I DIG RI ^Or *WPM G
DESCRIPTION

v 141

t
. _
se

%A

0 l• 1 Pt

.
SUE W
CORE

Lc,

LIT

.
CORI

RECOVI•D

STRUCTURES

JOINTS VEINS HA US PA Ill TS^CDUSDCD ZONES

Moderately
fresh

agy/onocrez,e.

-

Afecbtsm rained agy/.

-

_
_

42 '

_

-

454

-

461

4z6

484
_
_

-

SOO

: A.

,

•

.

.
•

•

•

.

.

'^•

:

'

/ /

100 

I

•

f/a.t svrface
•

/0 , blue

zone .

*". Secondary
zone

zone ("Probs./We

C

zone (lorab

Zone.

.

/reef V/4^0

P'' .

/rrefv/ae.

4t000ri .

fainf .

dire, IS, dre/Pyi

2,b/y due Ivairs/4", ) .

fret c tyres .

Coarse fra/ned 4937/.
Av. 'ram size 2'
isfairs.r of co...reelable to454.

110

Afeshom rained agyl.

/boorly sorted.

,

i
100 q0.

100

"int yawned aff /.
comfionents^arerafe i- •

moderately sorted.

^

0'^porous

 90.

45. contains

^

go•^broken

..____. aroken

Ned/ um yrase e el cif9/.

/00

.

CO4 I se fra/med off/

•

,

,---90._^th,n
80'
90'

.

ilea/win grained agyv.
Broken

/
100

very porous

e

100

e /rregislar

/ ft.^of

/Coe lb coarse laassels etahe.

Bedding 70 ° to co,'a arc's .

if/eel•yin yra/neo' off/.

IX

bo' f/a.t.

5.^irreggi/a

DRILL NO

Local'',^L.^Hampilto..,'v., Andre& Ez000

DRILL VI altarSC.--,..X.144A-C164-

"”""^Z / • 3 • 62
COMPLI1(0^30 • ¢ •^EsZ,

lie•et 5^.1 7

(ICE
1 ,inch: /0 feet'CAL'

3



BUREAU OF MINERAL RESOURCES. GEOLOGY

GEOLOGICAL LOG OF DRILL

ELOIZIYA HY*0/20 -EL ec 77i7C^SCH EM E

AND

HOLE

ROLE NO

' ANGLE

GEOPHYSICS

AZ /^a L.^14 4241- ' iLtPROJECT ^

LOCATION^Af4chiria_NA/L24 "wow StatIon PROW HORIZONTAL^/ '^DIRECTION^120 At

•OCg 1,1

ft r :IT° L..

I OIMM. 0 , m^ INC
DISCII•tiO■ qta '. '..'

CO,
O. CO.. yONMIS VII..5 SCA. "ULU. C•US,0 IOME

•ICO.•°

'L.

. 80. clay filled and weathered .

7oo 4 qo' Irregular.

be flat.

60* clay filled .

be
•

irregedar.
70° flat .

, 100

frledioor, free/sod a561/.
h//16 a /ea./ /44.5rer 80 Hal
boolders or cobbles . /0' s-0. '

70' Nat- .

 /00 50* flat
30. 10 4.0' flat.

Z.O. flat .

*

lb'

•
•^A

100

4d flat.

Fresh 70. flat

C99/0 ocerale

V 4
5. irregu/ar .

• • A / 2.0° fla. I .

.
*

• .30 irregular

5 . .irreyo/ar.

100

. /
ZO ^f/a.t.
70' Nal .

Ift Nat .

. k ' flat frac o‘iires^al £0°5 ?ans./fel

bfaciOven graineo/ isijy/.
• 4

1

lb' flat ,

w..e/19;^a few boo/dors t .^If/ of broken fra901$01,S '/ ilif/4 .^fresh .

•
' /

.^A 20' f/af.
57it .

•

••..

•
45° f/aI.

I.
50 irregidar.
Grimd/org of tore evnieht.

:.• /00' /' 6'" broken
30' 11/41

zoke dsze 10 kw any& fraclorer
0,01d^drill/ rti .

A/.
90' f/a/.

iffeclii.n• platned ayg/.
100

cao,1041e/y unsorted. / be Wal

•••
•.

• 41 /
/00 ze lIal.

/00 • 900 irrefolar .^.

:_:;1 Hizrirr■wroarlfrz
Med/vivo ordained 499/.

4 •
lo0

30' f/al

Core lo fise An ^bands go' flat

load cat's present. 30' flea/.

0.11.^MO

Af/aVir/i/ E /Oa° LOGGED^L •^HAI? • / i tall

DRILIIP ikarcet, Zeebarth 
COMMENCE°^21 -3•^Z.

5heei 6^of^7

COM•LEU0^30 - if- • 62, VIRTICAL

1 inCh : /0 feelSCALE



BUREAU OF MINERAL RESOURCES. GEOLOGY AND GEOPHYSICS

GEOLOGICAL LOG OF DRILL HOLE

11 VDRO - EL E C.771/C^ HOLE NO^A23^R L^/49# • /Z_5CHE/11
PROJECT^A 01/NR 

a- li.2 //^4^Parlor 0^Nat/ 0111^ ANGLE FROM HORIZONTAL^1°^DIRECTION
LOCATION _______Afesr..hin . 1$Z 0 M

•OCM^TEFL

a nrc PIE Of^...THERM S
DE IC •■•ToOP

y

4..4 C
SR '

w,

TEEN
.

'''' °'
COPT

1"

LIE,

COME

RECOVERY,

r th
STRUCTURES

JOINTS VEINS SEAMS, FRUITS^CRUSHED LOPES

ti-di sir

Tuff

/^'

_

61..0

-

_

....,:L::.L.,/

4^: •

•

.

.

. A

'

•

,

• i+

.

.^•

1

/
100'

I
ev/afeili.

.

,

/rre9v/ar , ca,./c

3.4.94419

/ lc^ti/fed .

• 30' fiat

80. flat

PM's fra/seo'^ayyt
brilh larfe. cobblas

4199/°"'€ea/e

Very line aff/.^wit%

C 0 01. I' 3 or^Or.? ,60/ Ar .

500..- sAr it^aranaft. 1..”

it ler/ bar/daps.
Coovolorls/y wtsorl•ad.

/00
Core yr/no/my

flof30*

100'

..--- ZO . iereyv/ar

3, f/a/
Core

/7,..__

/

/
/00

/7

/00Z

/7--

/004_--/O. very
30 ireegv/ar

, 4 2," e raf .., a a' airy/.
CL.V .^5# a e. 144" ., free/
Coarse "air./r. Ca/e,le
Peerp/el's beZoore oryore
coroptsce Ayear6declot, a' ha421

Elfd^of Hole.

•

DRILL SO

L..^L .ifiruird/ E LOO 0

DRILLER ei.azat.„-„Ztslaraeli
CO. MINCED^2/ • 1 • eL

Shee.t 7^of 7

VERTIC•L

SCALE^•L Mc h :^/0 FtCOMPLETED^30. 4- • b Z
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BUREAU OF MINERAL RESOURCES, GEOLOGY AND GEOPHYSICS

GEOLOGICAL LOG OF DRILL HOLE
/

PROJECT^Rat/NA^117PRO-2riArergic^ScivEME^ ITOLE NO,^AZ4,^R L^At /7 '1

• ,
LOCATION^ '^ ' •^ .. •^, ^I^ANGLE PROM HORIZONTAL^ZEA IS^DIRECTION^220 AI.

ROC* VIII

II DEGREE OF IVEATMERIIIG
DESCRIPTION

00000
6

SIZE OS
CORE

LOG

LIFT
6

CORE
RI COVER TS

STRUCTURES.

JOINTS. VEINS, SEAMS. FAULTS, CRUSHED HOSES

_doti.,c,

Scree 4' Rvilb/e Natermil.

10

IQ--

-

3,2-..

_

-

_

-

le:

_

IL,
-

_

PO

1' -IV. sarlacas 15 6

C.r^-^.^-^4-.C•

• .

Mffn rioter told.

Ir./4 A/ea/hawed sr...Awes •

coa/o3? ••o/4 A4144-
hvasite

Le6.7 $ . /....9 . .

.

/0,69•41 , .1,14 a *VS I t if

chty,
„

sger/Ssee .

orAas.A44.

r.

sae...face.

' AwAverovi. .

5~0,441 07 MVO, eele4 •

Aff/o,wo•iocte.
A • P. .1.- a cores^Caarpairols of

two/, nos. 'premed alyte ...
Yes/44,4r ohs/as/ter . See lb 2'

_

•

a

5.w.^toll. 6.1.4es^to rep, broke., cores. 2..t day hfiscl^/ /4/•k

.
is

Alocleredely
fresh

‘24/9tohrerale

Ka/a/y^good core.

AI. e lb 3-3,!t

• 4,9/.
a'n•Ars A, espy broker, earars ca,d),,^rock^t 6 -

'S.F.:IC*44d ifaete/Sare 5

^14. 6ro4on .core, fooch-res

^ 50.4.2// Ira9. zooe
^41:IL ri:940a.e.„,;:s:14/4 e- r4::: :ea: A.rwrel

.7 O.
IA'

^ +t• Mic* brokern Zama

Otaarev,se^ia..,

VI.^1.114c/ore^catteal
SR.^•

/,1./c:^/to r`

P4/0,^brafon cores .

roh."....o.o/s^ vesvc‘,42.0of
szodes./as^ipso.,"^Coast/Imo,* .

c s

IS,----n77-2u---w-d--- ....1......"
.

•

.

•

A

'

Li-^•

'rash
owd^

le,
e. Ires.5.

4247.37/0,1 • &oali g .

,

0Very^bilker, cores.

fa/r/),^.hoct.4-ap, cos. 0
0.•o4-, /a tc..r/.../yfa.1,-/y^er

good ClosIS S.

4.515/.^1,0*.fo,./Od

27,0s.f•eso. gapes^.0.1o/sees.
b0

.. .4/

5./f. Inaxivec^weatiaeeed

osoo/ comehry o/ veep...der/

Ira.?../y yoga' ce•ges ya/a .5'

40/^fer/F., ivart// s...../a.e.

I
1.P weahfored se..1*‘

^ .11. Mu/we - wear:4*w/

4/: - coatod Av.% sad:we/1,4:7

5.H. „iovn., 4...Jed ..../04

.
'•

'4, ^

Af.l.r A, 5 W.

1^te•
Awed. featly

olyiewigoa.,/e.

.

00111 NO^1
MIN^To./1

LOGGED^a^a "pa., 4,,,,,,,^, iltdrleal Ei,o0 

DOLE -.-AV-I---e-drdatlela-...---

CORR , Rrf 0^it - .5- 62

:Lk .. A59/osl4rate

...VOCAL

SCALE^_1 mei, : JO AG"
CO. 0 11150^i-ii, - 44,
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BUREAU OF MINERAL RESOURCES, GEOLOGY
■

GEOLOGICAL LOG OF DRILL

ROCZNA HYDRO-F/ECTR/C 5CNEAIL

AND

HOLE

HOLE NO

)^ANGLE FROM

GEOPHYSICS

/1?^ N g.^/ 41./ 7 • ZPROJECT

LOCATION^ ".a^;^. -^:^.
..., •^,,. 0

HORIZONTAL^la• /if^DIRECTION^2 ro we .

ROCK TAP!

I DEGREE OF WEATHERING
DESCRIPTION

DEPTH

SIFT OF
CORE

.,

LOG

LIFT

rn..
Pw.•

RECOVER,

STRUCTURES.

JOINTS. REINS, SCANS FAULTS^CRUSHED ZONES

JIM

froSh to
Mod !es s h
ofyiewesnate

lid
-

1.11

-
40

/Id
_

-

_

ad

_

me.

-.

,

4
•

Al.

A

A

••

A

•
.

,

A
• •

•
-

.

.
'

Ater^et"

Or" 4,75? .

cooled

'J '

I.4/s^t...//4
tow'," 4,....

ciar/ece 4,///4

de^MschAres

S. ^foncirre

Any

roynal,

asie,,,,,

eviperis//se

sone^s4eA-e,tsides.dree/oped

bd uro.lomi/ ,1/4.44 Seedmookery
Iwo, ..a/s . 

bytA secomolor, mimera/s.

day.

.

seconder,v Awoera/s,.

coated ..//114 sec. *Evens*.

4..sserr'e../ 4,//10 secwoolpy
...wctreivir.

festc-/or'es .v/16 Shiht ,

Aee..4/44fled $velfaCdS.

Arokso a^41leery^wes%^47/ iitaisee0.1 r I.": ife/c1O/e

Ave*, jaw/ core

- vas/cr./4w onoie.s./te
MA4 rose of oloorrar.ers*

fv)5C2c•eoies AwatAvvos/.

Ztiorit,re

4-5V, jo.Al

S.M.^(eoetvre".--

4--"'''' 70/ /*/

4.."..s 4 ,..

TA: (waled/

"6--- P. 44 .

Core

.

•

Astr,^broker, eaees

.

/Sue/ores100Vary^Orapkg.n ealepc- 44:fp

pad coos s .

r
/

r /

6.

leo

.00016012.1e4

fresh

"251/6vomerict /e .

"woke.,"^,..b pew)/ b.....ireo awrs

core 54941/y poppe.

itopea'ance esf rae arapettrem/
of Advdes/fes

Affy.^as vs‘42/- ittriter
mosorted

Four /7 ilsoo/ to yew/4NC .

1

/
...1. i

t iN

\\^1 .

1'1 /
\ /

/

\/

1/.4

4 /
t

CI
4

Aor

••r 4-5

or-- 1 • cowshed

Atie/y esoolrea* cores
shyhtyy vsyczy /r, /daces .

.4.,...... z ....• e^..ne>erhai,r
Ix

e thick fitzpv•enfe

coaled •./ech

(./': coataa' 4//rÃ

cazfea/

root .

64,411 5.vcomdr../ iovAserou/S

b/ve Sac . *yr, tavar .

w/f4 cher.

r
0

4to° .ievoi

/12,0/y 7.4" 67...e .

-

10074--

•
3. frac/ore

0. , LI

LOGGED^a^I 2 7.0.01,... . r A OOP

TO

t • eg it& tele/. EL E/AO 0

cm 11 1 1 •^ G A_JZ:._...PaLLF0

Vt•TICAL

fole-,4Scott^.1 .- /0 /pet 

cow m t ...Er^ ::...5Cg--._--

(MOM 111.0^i '.41.7_1.4
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BUREAU OF MINERAL RESOURCES, GEOLOGY AND GEOPHYSICS^ • •

GEOLOGICAL LOG OF DRILL HOLE^ .
PROJECT^/?0‘,./NA EVYLARCP - ELECTRIC^SChigArE^ HCILE NO^R44.^II-17-2RI

LOCATION^ ,^..- ^ -ANGLE IRON^74-* lie^JP .SPe-Alle 

NOCE nn

• RECITE! OF Vol•TIIERING
DISCRIPTION

01PEN1

Slit OFco. LOG

LIFT
•

CORI
RECOVER,

HORIZONTAL

STRUCTURES

JOINTS VEINS SCANS. FAULTS CRUISED ZONES

DIITECTION

.

JOU(

Nod. fresh

0499/..warrasie. Cam sh.f.illy raffy
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.
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.
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GEOLOGICAL LOG OF DRILL

PROJECT^ROI/AlA HYDRO- e-Lc TR/C^SCHSME

AND

HOLE

HOLE NO

ANGLE

GEOPHYSICS

■
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GEOLOGICAL LOG OF DRILL HOLE
,

PROJECT^I ai^a^' .." •^.:^a^r^ HOLE NO^ . ,^/1/7 2_S24_

.^-
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BUREAU OF MINERAL RESOURCES, GEOLOGY AND GEOPHYSICS

GEOLOGICAL LOG OF DRILL HOLE

AGY/A/A iii)2340-ELecrRic suw-mw^HOLE NO ^R ^RPROJECT
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GEOLOGICAL LOG OF DRILL

Ao YORO - EL E C TR/C SCNEAVEPROJECT^,P0V/YA

AND

HOLE

HOLE NO

ANGLE FROM

GEOPHYSICS
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• GEOLOGICAL LOG OF DRILL HOLE
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GEOLOGICAL LOG OF DRILL
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GEOLOGICAL LOG OF DRILL
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BUREAU OF MINERAL RESOURCES, GEOLOGY AND GEOPHYSICS

GEOLOGICAL LOG OF DRILL HOLE

PROJECT^RO/INA HYDRO-ELECTRIC' 6/WEifeL"^HOLE NO^AZS^R L^/4' 61 's

LOCATION ^AVair^Site. ^ANGLE FROM HORIZONTAL ^. ^DIRECTION ^/3 . .46' 
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• DEGREE OF MOTHERING
DESCRIPTION
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t .1.
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.
SITE O LOG
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 CORE
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STRUCTURES
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BUREAU OF MINERAL RESOURCES. GEOLOGY

GEOLOGICAL LOG OF DRILL
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BUREAU OF MINERAL RESOURCES, GEOLOGY

GEOLOGICAL LOG OF DRILL

PROJECT^it'OVNA^/1YDR0-E4ECrtrlC^SCHEMA'

AND

HOLE

HOLE NO

ANGLE FROM

GEOPHYSICS

.

AZ6^R L^/0/4 -0 iworoic
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^11 DEGREE 01^REA I Mt^INC
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R
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.
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—

' —
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BUREAU OF MINERAL RESOURCES. GEOLOGY

GEOLOGICAL LOG OF DRILL

0 ."^‘LtR/C^5Ct/E/HEPROJECT ___11122NAYYJ2eL.--eaL

AND

HOLE

HOLE NO

ANGLE

GEOPHYSICS^.

R LA^m L^/0/3.'0 ‘2,90rodr
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,,. ,,,,•
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•
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BUREAU OF MINERAL RESOURCES, GEOLOGY

GEOLOGICAL LOG OF DRILL

ROC/A/A^1-/Y.0.1'0-ELECTR/C^SCl/E/NE

AND

HOLE

HOLE NO

ANGLE

GEOPHYSICS

A 2 à^c/ L^/01 3 • 0^zo,,,orev.
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-

-

-
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BUREAU OF MINERAL RESOURCES. GEOLOGY

GEOLOGICAL LOG OF DRILL

HYDRO - ELECrRic SCHEME-PROJECT --A10—te&Ad
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HOLE

HOLE NO

ANGLE

GEOPHYSICS
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-
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o
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0

•

o
'

.

•
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.
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•

.
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.
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.
.
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•
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• ...
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,
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4
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_ il
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*--
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.

•
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1
1
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,..., „4
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—
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BUREAU OF MINERAL RESOURCES, GEOLOGY

GEOLOGICAL LOG OF DRILL

PROJECT^ROVAL.9 ILY.P.B.Q_r_E_LE.C77?/C^541-tEMZ

AND

HOLE

HOLE NO

ANGLE

GEOPHYSICS

,
R2.7^.1,^147-47-31

LOC* T ION -4CTIA5__S4111/ Of^7f_,: s7dthe7,7 • FROM HORIZONTAL^90^DIRECTION

90C • 1,0

I DIG 41- , 0!^•EATHI RING
.1•0150^Tion

01:70

Slit 0,
CONE

LOG

1.11.1

.
CORI'

PCD.R•

‘TPLIClu Pr 5

JOINTS y* IRS. WARS r •uL Ts^CRUSHED ZONIS

AC.

Moderately
fresh

agg/o,nerate

-

• •

Co,. eecas^3 to 6
Av/cooterate fatre Aril/ .sor/ed.

-..

-
IQ:

-

-_

-

_

_

-

la

-

40-

_

_

.

-
-

.

-
_

60:

-

..

...,,.,

-

00-

-
-_
_

NO .

-ti

--

.

6.^.

.^.

•

.^'

 '
.

•

•

.^.

'
.

sone ,

frac.lore .

/oaf. tome.

jos IP 4 aird

zone.

,c

broke,n zone.

Alia weathered,

zottla/ frac/ore

aa,v band coa/ed

fmci'vrws
cudsma .

frac/ore , k/o4tAtteee/

irreg. fracAlre

.

reactvres keth

Su b-- hortrosttal

Otherwise
clean

catrooral

arees/ary /tt ,aktreS.

reortavets
-

frutzt,..,re^wealherect
j in'tkit C 0 g .

, weathered.

boyanific evater,a./ .

genera*
hoe/rani:a / .

evrface ,

.r./ay coated.

throughow/ .

Very broken

Cora^pece.S <5"
fray. core

.

,
Core peces 6 - to / / /

100

Coot,poottal

100

4-- 5ora//

Arv■mseffv.5

Core^/0/4 ICC f^< 3 

COVE 9,eca3^< 3

/00

are. paces 6 . /co 2'
AN/.^contansing^coarse
cono,00pients^of^argire -

aadesites op to 2 3 across .

Very broke..

-3' twole

,.
Coee peCeS ..3 . to to

Core^pieces^6 - to //

'/00^Very
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BUREAU OF MINERAL RESOURCES. GEOLOGY

GEOLOGICAL LOG OF DRILL

Roy/VAHYORO-EZECTR/C^5C/PleA1E

AND

HOLE

HOLE NO,

ANGLE

GEOPHYSICS

.
A' 2g^..^/321.

PROJECT

LOCATION^ .721.4race^Tizonei C"ROL/114 shear') FROM HORIZONTAL ____________̂ DIRECTION

e T1 DEPTN LIFT

ROCA TYPE
DESCRIPTION

...4^t,
. N 4 Islit or , , A

. STRUCTURES.

• DECIIII OF W^ NC CORE JOINTS. VEINS. SEARS. FAULTS. CRUSHED ZONES

g.14,.. A
SECONEOF

fradures (es• ,3d,xci, 30)i-----=-:- Irroyular

- ..

,z. //a_ • • AF.
- A^•

MX '

-

-

1u.

-^,

• ......__
I

fracheresIerey‘dar

frfed/vor,^ynaver eel ,
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"FA
fnac/vre a,1 4.0eirrepdar

/8
*

-1_ ..•1"4

Fresh -_ 4 FA(299/o.sve.nzee

-
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::
A •

•- r

/2
--- A r4m,
: I rier4

1.71 1
clay fifties, frat..tree30 irrerdar

- .

- .^•

- 14•4-

- A^•

taa •

IM .(5- / era,vkze c/ay hIKroe f,/s'#.

•— - - Cla.y lilled regular fractures at (je, 7d 10 fe t )
Ife.2*I•mr, foiar,,ed. ...... ,^4

_ ::::::;_-,:=. r - - .Irregv/ar frac/m.6s 40*^%Agar jot.
1413/104.0 z01411. 0///e^0
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"r•I
...

-.
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..

•

4^.
•
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_ • p7(

A -- Irregular Co" scr)

DRILL NO

TYPE Lome^L. hiewei//eie

DRILLER
Shoot Z.  of 5
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BUREAU OF MINERAL RESOURCES, GEOLOGY

GEOLOGICAL LOG OF DRILL

PROJECT^A' 0 UNA^N y40/to - ELECT/VC^SCHEME

AND

HOLE

HOLE NO

ANGLE

GEOPHYSICS

A ZR^aL^13 IM'

LOCATION^Te.ilonzAe^72.44.g.../^tigo...2a shao..,•'.1 FROM HORIZONTAL^O.^DIRECTION

ROCA TYPE

• DEGREE OF FE ...... 1NG
DESCRIPTION

i

41 i

DEPTH
A

11:,,r LOG

Er

Co"
WOE!'"

STRUCTURES

JOINTS, MRS, SCANS FAULTS CRUSHED ZONES .
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.29,9/o.no.tuce
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at/Ai/emanate , rMat

4

.

Z6.
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_
je4

•T.^.

.

.

.

•

.^•

.

A

A

a

'

#1 4
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•
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/es 5
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, clay
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.
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.

, day 15/Ad.
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I.^I.
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0•, 5, 0: 70:

, day /;,./../.
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Irre9/lar. f/ay
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#0 ^regv/ar.
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^
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.

(0', 30 So° , o)

filled.
( iv" ,41.0' )

.
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.^is,a/ae /ors .
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Al'
/0° )

.

clay f,/led fraamee
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filled.

fil/dref fradtmoits ,

Irraytylar,
30° refaae

...„„e"ga!
azdoo.e.eale

tearyFA
rA, Irrepohto•

ii reregv

re,.,„kieFr0 •
e eyI; . 5
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Irreisdar
1.0" rerilar,

Loreig./ae.

0•

•

A93/oosteafle
fresh

coecoet at
joints.

a'
A .

•
Irreywk.,
Water...____r

'^i

r

PA

.

'`,' ^Irrer./ar,
(AY.,

Dvva4,

0". 5 °

I 1( --- tow

.

44

X FA
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I
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•
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01!
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-
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BUREAU OF MINERAL RESOURCES. GEOLOGY AND GEOPHYSICS

GEOLOGICAL LOG OF DRILL MOLE

PROJECT^A DUNA^Al MONO -ELECT/VC SCHEME^HOLE NO^AZO^R L^/324

LOCATION ^Tier/naco^7-yornel^1"Romea. ^Mon r - ) ^ANGLE IRON HORIZONTAL ^e ^DIRECTION ^

ROCV f...

E ^ INS
DESCRIPTION

f ip.

Ea

 DDEPTHH

WI OF
COTeE

Lo.

LIFT

CC."
atCOVER

STRUCTURES

JOINTS VEINS SUNS FAULTS MINED ZONES

5byhtly
(hired

0.0/oeroreile

Med/ Veil "'owned
affie ay e....aAs

_
_

_

_

-

33A

-

•

3Q

_
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_

_
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_
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-

-
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40z .

.

• .

• •

•

• '

•il/

.

'^0

.

,

.^0
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I^. 0

.•

0

•

•. 0

•
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, ,o/ryied •

o'r."///ry .

.

.

.9"eye/ o.ded sand.
lo del///ory .
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0 01-- 5 . mrsindar , clay
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.

.

/
100
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...--- 
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Sorrel pw.d.oy dye
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-
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/00
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/

/00
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eibre to 404
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0
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,BO

//

7

/
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/

/

100/
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./
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BUREAU OF MINERAL RESOURCES, GEOLOGY

GEOLOGICAL LOG OF DRILL

mono' ROUNA^HYDRO- i LECTR/L^5 Ci 1 X of 4.

AND

HOLE

NMI no

ANGLE

GEOPHYSICS

,
li'LR^• L^/326

LOCATION^772d/rusee^remeose/^l'"Roesso _sAises.r.) PROM NORIZONTAL —id__^DIRECTION

DEPTH 1.1/7
•OC• TYPE STRuCTURES,

• NE
DESCRIPTION

l"ClO:Eir LOG c°601 JOINTS. THINS. SEARS. FAULTS, CRUSHES ZONIS
[CORM

: 0^. 6 • broken zone , p

^

is^••••

^
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.

.
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•
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BUREAU OF MINERAL RESOURCES, GEOLOGY

GEOLOGICAL LOG OF DRILL

ROOM^HYDRO -4LE Crli/ CPROJECT^ __5.Citet$1_6"

AND

HOLE

HOLE NO

ANGLE FROM

GEOPHYSICS

R Z9^R. L.^4f 60 4tOrwc._

CATION^ Fressart^sioatfl HORIZONTAL^470^DIRECTION

ROC% "PE

S MORI. OE •E AlMERING
DESCRIPTICO4

DEPT..
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CORE

,no

LIE
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O Il

SI RUCEURE5
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-
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/
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I
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BUREAU OF MINERAL RESOURCES, GEOLOGY

GEOLOGICAL LOG OF DRILL

R.21,V.IML__ti.691eCt.:(1.ECTR/C'mono'^ _S_CE.ELLVE

AND

HOLE

HOLE NO

ANGLE IRON

GEOPHYSICS

R L ..J±6 0^affstra.--if-Ze

Loc.lio.^ -._____Ekessider.,—S44.2-ft HORIZONTAL _111.^DIM T iON ^

• OC•^!FPI

• D10•11 OF^MTATM(FONG
DISC...FOCI,.

DEPTH

SIZE
4"

LIEF

IT

C."
• ICOVERII

STRUCTU•tS

JOINTS^•F INS SEAMS FAULTS^CRUSHED HOSTS

IIAILC

Fresh
a.95doenerale Core pieces I * - /6*

....

-

1 Ki

-

-

1.V

-
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-
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-

_

/8fi
_

-
II&

20e-

7.4

•

• '

•

.....
...-..-..^.

-.^.

..
.

.

.

'

•

•
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L
.^•

•

'

• •

•

•

-^.

•

'
-

-
'

Core pieces 6- /*

I

Sub-her/z.
Irreg.
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fracture
,rreg• fractvre

frac f. clay coaled
/rec.,. frac/vet

r 1`.^fradvet

clay 1,/led.

zosi .

led zone.

Iliac/6,re

frac/v..44

f.^fra.c/vr
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fradvre
broke.. rent

fracture
Mac/vets.
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.^/Airily

.^frac/vet
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fradvre .
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K 6...4.e..
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. f ea.ctvee

60 •

/-*/,,,/y^day
• t^.. ioss4^•
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le . fract. day
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c44y coaled

fractvres .5.1./

50'
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.

Al. surface
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.
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^
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es

.
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^

e//46^see.^oevnera,ls.
sve/ace .

10,14/1, cola y coated

d hed.4 sec.^et/mesa /5 .

are clay
• ...ice/hared

sone , day coated ard
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coaled.

some^S. w.^6- aup .
coaled.
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coutfe.d. •

i .
.

CO•11,4141419 'A+^C•42.);'
otweviarrea/.

surface..u

Laic
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Sub- v eOa?. free* 09^
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Mod. fresh
tuff. ,ee. joint
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Sub- itoris.

—717i7cen COre1 4 -/ozgir,t.,

. Core Icsieces I'- /'5 .•
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Sob - re,

^

.^.
Core^pieces 6^- 8
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.^.^.

/
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h or, s .
A- %he&

Sub- horix.
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Fresh
•

4295ioa;tro.4

.
„irreg.

Moo'. (rush •
te fresh
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°Core pieces 6 ^- / '
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to weather-eel

/

10°
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\•*-^Sub - horis
.

"1-----^"

...--- Irreg •
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IYor,z .
eve.- Ayr's..._--.-

M o d . fresh

agy/..werai-e.
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•P--- Comeovma
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3" 4i/c/t

we adhore.al

€2.99/omyetecate

i

/00
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feint
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Tr•:.--

/ /I/

^/ ^I

^
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/
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•
Core^peces .5 * - 8 //

/
/

/ //e---

/00

0
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BUREAU OF MINERAL RESOURCES. GEOLOGY AND GEOPHYSICS

GEOLOGICAL LOG OF DRILL HOLE

tz_rta.____*cfra,e,daatr t c ^a_h_entr.i.__a_____^HOLE NO^—143-Agre—.---

so reer.,___.sh aft^ ANGLE FROM HORIZONTAL

R L^AA 6 0 cforvior

Pre 90'^DIRECTION
LOCATION

ROCA T.,

I^0.441,^Of^0151011, 1NA
DESCRIPTION

UP:TN

SAPP OF
co..

LIFT
A

CORE

RECOVER',

STRUCTURES

AOINTS VEINS SEAMS r•uLTS^CRUSHED ZONES

LIM LC

Wed. fresh
to S.W.
aff/ornera.te .

Core pieces 6 - — /' _

_
_

21.4
_
_

-
_
-

_

-_,
_

-

-

_

2 44•C'..

-

-4

-.

:A

-als".:::-

.

_ ••

.
.^.

.

•

•
..

A -
.^.

•

•

.,^.

.^,

•

.
... I^;

•

.

..• 4

A^.

.^•

•

• ,
•

• .
-.

-^•

.^•
• A.

..

.

.3 . wide

544. root.

tYwnerovs

eery brokmd.

fracture caa/ed

,r0,7G

fracture
fracture.

fehera4,
a-ha 5.

 fractures coated

cores ,

day coaled.
/race^•

wealker<d
C/47 (metro!

frac"^..

V. broken dbres

/14444•CetWS"

and Clay

fractures .

fr<ab/t.

fresh
Saco...rola ry

n.az`^eu957
Iraq. tone ,

l. clactimd

fracivre .

fraC f. prop

doe to

a"berowse fee
ranted

Cores

"'gusts.

cone .

very brwiren

fractures

'`'',4444-

frac/.

froctrres

9/'94"/y

fracture.s

core weathered.

gone, fraynottols frrab/e.

4.,*/h a/.^to 5.1,4
Surface ,

with kmoborc
osaferva/.

.

sub- hoe's, soefacts

weakere.d ,

aro* Sec, nidneebis .
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BUREAU OF MINERAL RESOURCES. GEOLOGY AND GEOPHYSICS

GEOLOGICAL LOG OF DRILL HOLE
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BUREAU OF MINERAL RESOURCES, GEOLOGY AND GEOPHYSICS

GEOLOGICAL LOG OF DRILL HOLE
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BUREAU OF MINERAL RESOURCES, GEOLOGY AND GEOPHYSICS

GEOLOGICAL LOG OF DRILL HOLE
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BUREAU OF MINERAL RESOURCES, GEOLOGY AND GEOPHYSICS

GEOLOGICAL LOG OF DRILL . HOLE
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APPENDIX 2 — WATER PRESSURE TEST RESULTS 

AND COMPUTATIONS 

The key to the symbols in the column headings

of the Table is as follows:

measured along the inclination of the hole.
Use (1) when water table is below the test section.
Use (2) when water table is above the test section.

4,- factor e for head loss is read from standard graphs.

•

•

4



















• ----APPENDIX 3 - LABORATORY TESTS OF THE PROPERTIES 

OF SPECIMENS OF DRILL CORE

Adapted from two reports by L.T. Ryan, Officer-

in-Charge, Central Testing and Research Laboratories,

Department of Works, Melbourne.

Twenty-nine samples from drill cores t obtained

during test drilling Port Moresby No.2 Hydro-Electric Scheme,

were submitted for examination and determination of the

physical properties of the rock.^In addition to static

and dynamic tests on each sample, many samples were combined

and durability (wetting and drying) tests conducted on them.

The results of all tests are shown in Tables 1 to 3.

•STATIC AND DYNAMIC TESTS 
The properties determined by the static methods

are those consequent upon the relatively slow applications

of physical stress and are normally determined by loading

to destruction sections of the samples in a testing machine,

recording the strain suffered by the specimen under
investigation.^The dynanic properties of a material are

those exhibited when it is subjected to a rapid application
•of load. Such determinations may be made by sonic methods

/ of
in which the velocity/propogation of sonic energy is

determined. Laboratory techniques for sonic determinations
include :

(a) Direct determination of the velocity of

propogation of a wave through a specimen.

(b) Determination of the frequency of natural

vibration of the specimen and consequent

velocity determination. These two techniques

normally give different results,

(a) gives the velocity of the compressional

wave (i.e. the longitudinal velocity) while

(b) gives the velocity of the shear or

transverse wave which at no time will be

greater than 0.7 times the longitudinal

wave velocity.



Formulae have been developed for the determination .

of the--physical parameters of rocks based on these two

velocities.

Further, results from laboratory determinations

made on drill cores can be correlated with the similar type of

determination in which seismic exploration techniques are

used to investigate the material in situ. Such direct

correlation between the properties determined in the laboratory

and the in situ properties is not possible with the static

methods, although by utilizing triaxial shear testing (with

high lateral pressure techniques) an effort is made to

partially simulate the in situ conditions.

This dynamic technique is non-destructive and

consequently static determinations can subsequently be made

upon the same sample.

For the design of machine halls and similar

installations the dynamic properties of the surrounding rock
may Well be of greater importance than the static properties,

as the structure will be required to tolerate the vibrations

set up by the operating machinery.

Of the samples submitted Nos. 7-Q-43 and 7-Q-44
were from a volcanic material in which was incorporated water-

worn boulders of various rock types and may thus be referred

to as a volcanic conglomerate. The remainder of the samples

were of a volcanic agglomerate, the fragments of which varied

in rock type, were of a very wide size range and also varied

in their state of assimilation by the matrix.

Withleterogeneous material such as this it could

not be considered that any overall correlation of consequence

could be attained between the static and dynamic properties.

Furtherg as it was desirable that sonic determinationsshould be

done on specimens as large as possible while the static

determinations (in this instance compression tests) should be

on specimens in which the height of the specimen tested is

twice the diameter.. ThUs after the sonic testing only

selected portions of the samples are tested statically.
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The sonic determinations were made by the staff

'of the Geophysical Laboratories of the Department of

National Development who have recently acquired equipment

to conduct, such work. Unfortunately, it proved impossible

to make critical determinations of the transverse wave

velocities. However, of the results obtained, that which

most probably represents the transverse wave velocity is
(included on the attached sheet of results with the consequent

parameters computed.
The heterogeneous nature of the. sections of cores

submitted is indicated ., viz. 7-Q-55 in which two pieces from

the same section of core gave ultimate compressive stress

results of 6,680 and 26,300 p.s.i. and corresponding values

for E (Young's Modulus).of 1.6 and 3.0 x 10 -6 p.s.i. The

section which gave the high ultimate stress consisted almost

wholly of an inclusion of biotite schist within the 'volcanic

agglomerate the planes of schistosity being parallel with

the axis of loading.
The approximate specific gravity was determined

for each of the samples as received; subsequent to this the

samples were trimmed for sonic determinations and then cut

into required specimens for compression testing. It was on

these last specimens that accurate specific gravity

determinations were made.
Compression tests were conducted on sections cut

from the samples submitted so that the length of the test

sample was twice the diameter where possible. Particular
care was exercised in cutting the specimens to ensure that the

cuts were square and planar. Due to the nature of the rock

it was thought advisable to incorporate a piece of manilla

folder between the rock and the metal platens of the

Compression machine. The deflections of the specimens were

determined by using dial gauges mounted between the platens
of the compression machine, thus permitting the plotting of

the stress/strain relationship of each specimen tested for

the determination of Young's Modulus (E).
It was thought initially that the deflection caused

by the compression of the manilla would be eliminated after

only a relatively small load; however subsequent investigat-

ions have indicated that the static Young's Modulus Values

obtained were slightly low because of the manilla and

corrections have been made accordingly.
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Some specimens were also submitted to the diametric

(or indirect) tensile test, also known as the Brazilian Test.

These tests were conducted upon appropriate off cut sections

remaining after the cutting of the compression test

specimens.

Because of the heterogeneous nature of most

specimens electrical strain gauges were not used for the

determination of the longitudinal and lateral strains,and

consequently no determinations were made of Poisson's Ratio

under static conditions.

The relationships used in the determination of

the dynamic properties are as follows

Longitudinal (compressional) wave velocity - C B (ft/sec) .

Transverse (shear) Wave velocity

Poisson's Ratio er. 1 - 1/2( 013) 2
(0s )2

^(C )2
1-

Cs (ft/sec)

( Cs) 2

 

cungril Modulus Eo^1.34 x 10 4 x Px(
C
B)

2
x(11-07)(1-020*),

(1000)^1 -

(Not restrained) psi

Where P SG

An examination of the results indicates a wide

variation in the robk properties both dynamically and

statically. As stated earlier this can be attributed to the

heterogeneous nature of the material investigated. In many

instances the longitudinal velocity is less than 1.43 times

the transverse velocity, which in fact is not theoretically

possible, and such transverse velocities may indicate the

natural frequency of an inclusion within the section of a

higher velocity material (thus, higher natural frequency).

Where this ratio is less than 1.43 the results are of

doubtful significance.

Where it is considered that the longitudinal and

transverse velocities may bear a relationship to each other r
the dynamic Young's Modulus and the Poisson Ratio ha been

computed. One feature is the overall higher value obtained

for dynamic E that static E; this is normally the case.
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The tests on samples 7-Q-70 and 7-Q-69 indicate
that the conglomerate samples are fai. weaker than the
agglomerate or tuff samples submitted. (See results of
7-Q-43 and 7-Q-44, however).^The compressive strength
recorded for Sample 7-Q-80(i) cannot be considered as
representing the strength of the rock. .

DURABILITY TESTS 
To ascertai -n the durability of the material, a

particular grading was selected and this anjected to a
series of soaking and drying cycles.^Each cycle consisted
of soaking the material overnight in water, and then
evaporating to dryness with gentle boiling, this procedure
being repeated numerous times. The grading of the material
was determined after a certain number of cycles as
indicated in Table 3.

Many samples were combined for these tests, each
durability sample representing a depth section within a
drill hole.^The results show the fraction retained by
3/16 inch and inch sieves after each series of cycles
as a decimal of the original quantity retained on the 3/16
inch and inch sieves respectively.

In the first batch of samples, which were
graded after 1, 5, 20 and 47 cycles, the samples most
affected by the soaking and drying cycles were 7-Q-43 and
7-Q-54, 55, and 56.^Sample 7-Q,-56 yielded a low longitud-
inal velocity; it has a low ultimate compressive strength
and a low value for Young's Modulus, and thus may contribute
largely to the lower durability of the combined sample.
Sample 7-Q-43 is conglomerate, and this suggests that the
conglomerate would be more subject to weathering than the
agglomerate.

In the second batch of samples which were graded
after 1, 2, 10 and 31 cycles, the sample, which consists of
principally conglomerate tuff, showed a greater
breakdown under test than the sample consisting of agglom-
erate and tuff.^This again indicates that the conglomerate
would be more subject to weathering than the agglomerate
or tuff.





Moderately^4,200^0.5
fresh^ -^320

agglomerate
/la

TARTE 2

RESULTS OF STATIC TESTS ON SELECTED SPECIMENS OF DRILL CORE

Sample No.^Hole

^

Ultimate^Young's^Tensile
Depth^Rock Type Compressive Modulus^Stress

Stress^p.s.i.^xT;s1.^(Brazilian)
p.s.i0

7-Q-73 (i) R19 455 1 0n-455'6-P Moderately
(ii)^ fresh

agglomerate

7-Q-72 (ii) R19 455'6in-455 1 8i" Moderately
fresh

agglomerate

10,340^103 NMI

904

7-Q-71

7-Q40

7-Q-68

7-Q75

7-Q-74

R19 491'5"491'9" Moderately^140I

fresh
conglomerate

R19 491t11 11-492'411 Moderately
fresh

conglomerate

R19 525 1 2"-525'6" Moderately^2,140^0.3
fresh

conglomerate

R19 5275"-527'9" Moderately
fresh

conglomerate

R21 6C1'0"-601 1 2" Moderately
fresh
tuff

R21 601'2n-601 1 6n Moderately^9,230^0.9
fresh
tuff

198

44,

0/0^ moo

ONO^ RIO

'Ø)

7-Q-76 (i)^R22 577'7"-578 1 5"
(ii)

7-Q-77^)^R22 540 1 7"-541 1 4"
ii)ki

7-Q-78 (i)^R22 520 1 0-520'10P
(ii)

Moderately^5,060
^

0.9
fresh tuff^5,090^0.8
or fine
agglomerate

Moderately^6,770^1.3
fresh^-^-

agglomerate

imp

827

7-Q-79^R22 493'5n-498 1 10"

7-Q-80 • ;i)itt*R22 327'4"328' 0"
(ii)

Moderately^/Ms^ 4441.

fresh
agglomerate
Moderately^600
fresh tuff^404

Mae

458

4o) * This sample was badly fractured and not suitable for compression testing.
Quality of material is-indicated by the tensile strength.

^tit^Tensile specimen fractured across diametric plane initially at 470 p.s.i. stress.

^

WA^Failed along fracture plane intersecting specimen at approximately 40° to
longitudinal axis.



TABLE 3 

No. of Cycles

DURABILITY TEST RESULTS

20 471 5

Sample. Ret.^3/16" 3/4" 3/16" 3/4" 3/16" 3/411 3/4"

7•-Q-43 699 .95 .98 .92 .95 .93 (093)7

7-Q-44 1.0 1.0 .99 1.0 .98 .94 .97 .90

7-Q.45/46 .99 .98 .99 .97 .98 .95 .97 .93

7.-Q-48/49/50 099 .95 .99 .95 . .98 .90 .96 .89

7-Q54/55/56 .99 .92 .99 .91 .96 .79 .93 .74

No. of Cycles 1 2 10 31

Sample No. 3/16" 3/4" 3/16" 3/4" 3/16" 3/4" 3/16" 3/4"

7.-Q-68,71,72 : 75 & 79 .93 .91 •-• .76 .67 .68 .57
•

7.•4-.76,77,78 & 80 0•111 .95 .91 .89 080 081 .74

The grading of the original materials was as follows.

passing
^

1.1/2" 3/4" 3/8" . 1/4" 3/16" No.7 No.14 No.25

100^28 11.4 8.4 6.8^4.7^3.3^2.4

• tantifkr 
Or MINER At. SESOUP

GEOr \A‘i SIC AL 1.1910

ttai. .........
^

...... ..............



APPENDIX 4 

PETROLOGICAL DESCRIPTIONS

Six specimens of tuff and Agglomerate Were examined.
Specimens 1 and 2. Specimens of tuff collected near Trig

station R 13 on the left bank of the Laloki
River.

1. Granularity - 1 Phanerocrystalline with

unsorted rock fragments and individual

crystal grains. Particle size ranges

between 4 mm and 0.05 mm.

2, Crystallinity - hemihyaline vitric

graundmass in which are set crystal grains
and rack fragments.

3. Composition - a. Rock fragments : Red
andesitie basalt with

augite phenocrysts;

grey andesitic basalt
with augite pheno-.
crysts.

b. Crystal grains: Lath-
shaped andesitic

plagioclase and augite,

• generally euhedral to

aub-hedral. Also

magnetite and
phlogopite.

c. Volcanic glass: Probably

palagonite-greyish-
brown and isotropic.

4. Fabric-Overall texture is that of a volcanic
breccia. Rock fragments exhibit flow

textures where lath-shaped crystals of

plagioclase are aligned (pilotaxitic);

also some plagioclase laths are arranged

concentrically about augite phenocrysts.

5• Conclusion - The specimens are of lithic,
vitric, crystalline tuff.
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Specimens 3, 4,

5 and 6.

Random specimens of coarse-grained 

agglomerate.

The specimens are phenocrystalline to

aphanitic. Most of the material is fine-

grained porphyritic rock with augite and

some olivine phenocrysts.^The groundmass

is hemicrystalline and consists of lath-

shaped plagioclase and a minor amount of

volcanic glass and magnetite.

The rock fragments are generally sub-

idiomorphic to idiomorphic and some of them

exhibit flow texture. In addition one

specimen is vesicular.

The specimens examined, coarse components

of agglomerate, are of basaltic andesite;

some are vesicular.

•
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